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Colorado Springs, Nov. 11.
Interview today Mrs, J. A.

In an
Hayes,

tives regarding
Itl'SKIA

opening the letters.

Wn-I- .

HAVK
PARLIAMENT,
tit. Petersburg, Russia, Nov. 11.
was
It
announced today that the
third Kussla parliament will assent
ble on Nov. 14 at the Tauride pal
ace.
THUVD

BLACK HUNDRED"
KILL

WOULD
YORK

NEW

EDITOR

MINER WAITS

ENGLAND'S GOLD

F0RDEATH

TODAY

Blast Covers Him So Securely Everything Snapped Up at
Considerably Cheaper
That He Cannot be
v
NEW YORK SI rUATION '
WILL REQUIRE A YEAR
HAS BECOME NORMAL
, TO FIND HIS BODY
:

Pa., Nov. 11.
Mahoney
Alive and unhurt but In darkness
that will never be lifted. Michael
a miner, is awaiting certain
death by starvation eight hundred
feet beneath the surface in the Draper colliery near here.
While at work McCabe fired a
blast that blew away one of the mine
pillars. He fled in the wrong direction and got Into a blind shaft. The
The mine officials say that It may be
a year before It will be possible to
reach the place where the man is
shut up.
Seen by Companions.
McCabe was noticed by other
just
miners
before he fired the blast.
He retired to a proper distance and
stepped behind a projection in the
wall. After the explosion, he was
seen to run away from the falling
roof in a direction that took him
past all means of egress and before
he could return the only opening was
filled so full of debris that
weeks
must elapse before it can be drilled
through.
Ii Alive.
That McCabe Is alive Is certain
for his comrades have been able to
through
with him
communicate
cracks In the ptrata which engulfs
him, but he is so far removed from
all openings in the shaft that no food
can be sent down to him.
It is believed that McCabe will
and
commit suicide when hunger
thirst begin to affect him severely
be
cannot
he
and he reallnes that
reached In time to save his life. Rescue parties are now working and will
continue the work until they reach
the body though it may require a
year.
City,

Mc-Cab- e,

TAKE

Sends Him a Letter Telling of
His Approaching Sudden Demise.

Rates of Exchange.

"Reached,

HARRIAN

WILL AGAIN
WITNESS

STAND

iNew York, Nov.
11.
Efforts to
compell E. H. Harriman to answer

the questions propounded
to him
last spring by the Interstate Commerce commission
concerning
the
Chicago and Alton railroad will be
renewed next Wednesday.
f. A. Severance of counselhere.for the
commission has arrived
He
will appear next week before Judge
Hough in the United States circuit
court, where he will argue in behalf
of the petition which asks that the
financier be compeled to answer the
inquiries.
Mr. Harriman refuRed to answer
when asked whether he owned any
of the Alton stock soM to the Union
Pacific on the ground that It was not
within the province of the Inquisitors.

A
11.
Nov.
New York,
death
aid to have been writ
ten by Russian nationalists, has been
received by Louis Miller, editor of
"Warhelt.
the Jewish
to
condemned
Th editor has bet-il- by
society,
foreign
it is
death
the
said, because, of attacks upon the
Rus-iagovernment by his newspaper.
The letter, which was mailed at
warns Miller
Geneva, Switzerland,
known as M. Bandes, while a revolutionist, that he has been condemned t" death by the "Black Hundred"
for aiding the terrorists.
The letter received by the Jewish SKYSCRAPER'S
DOOM
editor has been turned over to the
the
will
authorities,
aid
who
lostal
local ofticials in finding and punishHAS BEEN SEALED
ing the sender and In protecting the
editor. Miller says he does not fear
the black hundred which he declares
is afraid of a .rave man.
New York, Nov. 11. The doom of
the modern skyscraper has probably been sounded in this city by the
Labor Jn Reunion.
The twen- - drastic regulations which have been
.Norfolk. Va.. Nov. 11,
of
the unanimously adopted by the buildannual convention
American Federation of Labor con- ing code commission. These regulavened here today for a session of j tions provide that after January 1
session no building shall exceed S50 feet In
two weeks. The morning
height.
was taken up with addresses.

threat letter,

iiewr-"Dipe-

air

tonight;

NUMBER 273

Autopsy on Remains of Rich
Clubman Points to Little '
Known South American Drug.

GREE1ED

A CHEMIST FINDS

OF WALES

C

Chicago. Nov. 11. Ja.. E. Stuart,
past commander of the Illinois G. A.
Jt., Issued a challenge last night to
the Louisiana Historical Association
to produce letters alleged to be in
IN possession in which Gen. U. Vfi.
Grant, (Jen. O. H. Thomas and Admiral Farragut at one time offered
their services to Jefferson Davis in
the Confederate army. The chal
lenge followed the statement made Encllwli Atlntlral ViW Contemptuous IniruHgo In Onl.'rlng Proparatknw for
Thrtr Arrival.
in .Baltimore, Md.. Saturday by Cant.
A. L. Derossett, of Wilmington, N.
I'., who said that these three dis
tinguished officers applied to Davis
on
January 18,
fnr commissions
1861, according to the original cop ENTOMBED BUT UNHURT UNITED STATES GOT ALL
lea of letters which are In the mu
sium of the Louisiana Historical as

daughter of President Davis of the
Houthern Confederacy, said:
"I do not know anything about
the contents of those letters, nor do
I know whether Generals Grant and
Thomas or Admiral Farragut ever
applied to my father for commissions. I never heard my parents
make any mention of their having
aon so.
Vhe added that she was going to
New Orleans in Februarv and would
take counsel with friends and rela

1.-F-

Party Was Delayed Several
Hours Off Portsmouth by
Bad Wealhcr Cond-

BY PRINCE

mi

Mr, Hayes Dora Not Know.

1

DEATH

a

Wroth.

Thinks It Untrue.
iNajrhville. Tenn., " Nov. 11.'
A
Cunningham, publisher of the Con
federate Veteran of this city, the of
ficial organ or the United Confeder
acy, stated today In regard to the
publication that Generals Grant and
Thomas and Admiral Farragut op
plies to President Davis for com
army,
missions In the Confederate
that the publication of C'apt.
communication In the Vet
eran, he. had misgivings as to the
correctness of the statement and an
Investigation convinced him that It
was erroneous.
As a result the December number
of the Veteran will contain a correc
tion.

Hot,

DENSE FOG

FORMALLY

A. R. Men

'

Colo.,

,

He Said That Article Was Pub
Ibhed With Misgiving and He
Will Retract in Coming

-

Cenver,

Tuesday fair and warmer.

itions In the Bay.

j
'

FORECAST

MYSTERIOUS POISON
Anna Gould, Formerly Countess Castellane,
Whom Rumor Has Wedded to Prince
CAUSED DAKER'S

Emperor and Empress of Germany Whose
Visit to England Has Caused a Row

'I.Mr;- -

Contents of Letters Unknown.
1 1.
'New Orleans, La., Nov.
In
regard to the above dispatch, Col. J,
A. Chalaron, custodian of Memorial
nan in this city, said:
"Mrs. Jefferson Davis consigned
several packages of letters to the
care of the hall and these. are to be
opened only when authority is given
us to ao so.
"This authority rests with
her
daughter, Mrs. Hayes, of Colorado
(Springs.
con
l do not know
the
tents of these letters." -

WEATHER

EVENING. NOVEMBER 11, 1907.
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Illinois Veteran Does Not
Union Commanders Ever Asked For
Confederate Berths.

Issue-- G.

r
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week
New York, Nov.
opened with a cheerful tone In the
The two trust
financial district.
companies against which there had
been severe runs, were transacting
business on a normal ba;Is, receiving
deposits and paying out money on
checks as if nothing had happened.
The flow of gold from Europe to the
The total
United States continues.
engagements since the stringency
began are $51,831,810.
The United
States secured practically all of
gold offered In London today.
There was little competition and
the American banks secured It at
8
sterling cheaper
d per pound
than last week. The stock market
during the
a
steady
tone
showed
early trading.
ll.-i-Th- e

Sarcastic English Admiral Rcpri
manded by His Superior For
Issuing Orders Alleged to
Have Been Insulting
to Kaiser.

if? r. W.w jm

CURARFJN
,

Portsmouth, Eng.,'

Would Ordinarily Have Resulted In
Instant Dissolution but to a
Man Accustomed to Drink
Would Act Much More
Slowly.
(Boston,

Vil. That

f irwn

Walter
Farnsworth Baker, the rich clubman
who died mysteriously at the home
of Frank H. Hurd, at Bogota, N.
J., two weeks ago, was killed by a
subtle and little known poison, the
detection of which puzzles the great

Nov. 11. Ow
ing to an Impenetrable fog. the Im
perlal yacht, having on board Em

peror William, the empress and oth
er members or tno imperial party,
who are to visit King Edward

and
Queen Alexandria, was unable to
cross the 'harbor bar here on the
eHrly tide and did not reach
the
Jetty until three hours after the ap
pointed time this afia'ooon.
The Prince of Wales, delegated by
King Edward to welcome the Ger
man emperor and empress, accompa
nied by Field Marsnal Lord Kobrts,
boarded a torpedo boat, which went
out in the darkness, and succeeded
In getting on board
the Imperial
yacht Ju.t as the fog lifted sum
clently to enable the Hohenaollern
to proceed to Portsmouth.
Will Go to Palaw.
f
The party wll proceed at once to
Windsor and the king will formally
greet his German relative here. The
I'rince of Wales and Field Marshnl
Roberts will act as escorts during the
trip to the palace. The German par
ty, despite the lateness of their ar
rival in this city, was met with a
tremendous demonstration.
lAn
extraordinary Incident has
come to light In connection with the
visit of Emperor William. 'It is related that at the conclusion of recent
maneuvers th channel fleet and the
first cruiser Kiuaiivn 'were ordered
by the admiralty tji repaint, etc., in
honor of the Oei'nnfTi Mnneror. Upon
receipt of thlw onler 6lr Percy Bcott,
commander of the crutrer squadron,
sent the following signal to two of
his vessels:
"Paint work appears to be more
In demand than gunnery, so you had
better come In In time to look pretty
by the 8tn Inst."
Admiral Lord Charles Bererford,
In a general order to the fleet repeating the Instructions to repaint,
refers to the signal sent out by Sir
Percy Scott as "contemptuous In tone
and Insubordinate
in
character,"
and orders Sir Percy to have It
stricken from the signal logs.
Sir Percy Scott and the members
of his staff were summoned aboard
Admiral Beresford's
flagship last
Friday and the admiral's reprimand
was read to them. This affair has
created consternation, in the fleet and
there is a probability that it will lead
to the resignation of Sir Percy.
Rear Admiral Sir Percy ficott is
probably the best versed officer on
gunnery in the British navy, and he
Is well known as the man who saved
Ladysmlth in 1899, .because he devised a special carriage for the
h
guns from the cruiser
and
Durban, whereby these pieces were
carried by rail into Ladysmlth Just
before Its investment by the Boers.
Sir Percy was noted In and about
Durban, of which port he has made
commandant, and for his blunt and
direct statements.

STOMACH

Nov.

chemist who Is analyzing the contents of hl stomach. Is believed by
the attorneys and officer who aara
investigating the strange oase.
From what has so far resulted
from the chemical analysis that la
i
.
being
made by Dr. William F. Boos,
Dcvltin-din
Sagan
to Hat Quietly Married Mme. Gould, Hut Uio
Irlnoo do
the expert chemist of the MassaReport Im Not Confirmed.
chusetts general hospital. It Is declared that, this mysterious poison
was curare,
a drug about which,
next to nothing Is known In thla
country,
but which Is familiar to
OF C
South American Indians.
A fact which gives color to the
suspicion that the deadly South
American drug was used In the killIS MEETING AT
ing of Baker Is that a man who ta
today under police Investigation In'
this city has spent years of his Ut
in
South America and was well acJOPLIN
quainted with the natjvea an9 many
.
of their hW9 atia 'customs,

HOTJOWH

Scores of Distinguished Ex- American Relatives Deny That
perts Attending the Eleventh
Former Countess Has
'
'. Wed a Prince.
Annual Session.,
MANY BRILLIANT SPEECHES
HE HAS BEEN FREQUENT
ARE ON THE PROGRAM
VISITOR AT HER HOME

Joplln, Mo Nov. 11. The American Mining congress was called to
order here today In eleventh annual
session, several delegates being In
attendance.
prominent
Numerous
mining men are on the program for
addresses.
The list of those present Includes
mining men from Mexico, New Mexico, Colorado, California, and
every other mining community In the country. Joplln has
them a welcome which Insures them a good time while In the
city and today's session proved that
the welcome was well bestowed.
President J. II. Richardson, now
serving his fifth year, delivered his
Got It All.
address at the opening session this
afternoon.
United
London. Nov. 11. The
DiHtUuruisiied Men PrcMcnt.
Slates secured practically the whole
gold
pounds sterling
of 600,000
This evening, beside President J.
available today in the open market.
H. Richardson's,
of Boise, Iduho,
In the absence of competition the
address, there will be speeches by
price was reduced 8 to 11 Vi d.
Governor Joseph W. Folk, of Missouri; Governor Hoch, of Kansas,
Town Nearly Destroyed.
and Governor Plndall, of Arkansas.
Wyo.,
On the platform will be such distinW'orland,
Nov.
11. The
greater part of the town was deguished men as John diays Hammond, tbe foremost mining engineer
stroyed by fire Sunday. The loss is
1100,000. Worland is the terminu
In the United States: George Ottls
of the Burlington railroad extension NEW MEXICO PHYSICIAN Smith, director of United States survey, Washington.
into the Big Horn basin.
D. C;
H. H.
Stock, editor of Mines and iMinerals,
Scranton, Pa.;
Dr. Erasmus
MRS BRADLEY'S TRIAL
of the Lawrence university,
WIHS 'ST. LOUIS
Kansas; Dr. James Douglas, New
York City; Thomas Ewlng. Vivian,
Arizona; Dr. E. R. Buckley, of the
STOPPED BY DEATH
.School of Mines of Missouri at Rolls: Hon. A. L. White. Lima, Ohio;
Judge E. A. Colburn, Denver, Colo.;
Hon. John Dern, Salt Iaka City,
Washington, D. C Nov. 11. Gn
Utah; Colonel George W. E. Dorsey,
account of the death of Justice
Neb.; W. R. Ingalls, New
of the district
urt of ap- Went to Attend Sister's Wed- Fremont,
York City, who will report on unipeals in the criminal court No. 1,
form laws governing mining; Dr. J.
ding and Fell Victim
whore Mrs. Bradley was to have
A. Holmes, Washington, D. C, who
been put on trial today charged with
will speak on wasting the nation's
to Cupid.
the killing of former Senator Arthur
resources; Dr. Waldemar Llndgren,
Brown of Utah, her trial was adof the United States geological surQ
journed until
Wednesday
ut
A
11.
St. vey, Washington, D. C, and O. J.
tit. Louis, Mo., Nov.
o'clock.
promised to Downey, ed'lor of the Dally Mining
Louis society girl has
become mistress of a New Mexican Record, of Denver, and Dr. Victor C.
DIMNG C.VH CONWITOH
president
of
ha
Colorado
and at a reception to be Alderson.
.UVUSF.D OF UUIEZ.MXG givenlenda.
this afternoon the engagement School of Mines, of Golden, will be
Colorado Springs, Colo., Nov. 11. will be announce
of Miss Malielle here, with many others.
conJ. B. Reavey, a dining car
Sander-- , daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
ductor on the Colorado Midland, wat George W. .Sanders, of 4393 West
arrested today charged with the em- Pine boulevard, to Dr. Percy J. FarT
bezzlement of $178 in cash and the mer of New Mexico. Two weeks ago
theft of wine and liquor valued at Dr. Farmer came to St. Louis to at$40. Reavey Is a resident of Colotend the wedding of his sister, Miss
ALARID AND GRIEGO
rado City and has been In the em- Eva Marguerite Farmer, and Thos.
ploy of the Midland several years.
Deadrlck Cleage.
Something about the environment
gave Dr. Farmer a dreed of going
Santa Fe. N. M., Nov. 11.
RECEIVER ASKED FOR
back to his big
and the sani- rial) Indictments charging perjury
tarium he owns alone. In St. Louis
ere returned this morning by the
he had a beautiful former patient in federal grand Jury against Rlcardo
Miss Sanders, and he exercised his Alarld, a local Justice of the peace,
professional prerogative
of calling and Gregorio Grlego, of Taos counon the lady to assure himself that ty, former member of the grand
she had completely recovered from Jury. The true bills were the outTrenton, N. J., Nov. 11. An ap- a throat trouble that had sent her come of
prothe recent contempt
plication was made to Judge Man- to his care In New Mexico
last ceedings
Alarld was sentenced
ning In the United States district spring. He found the lady danger- to ninety when
days in Jail and Griego
court here today for the appoint- ously well.
fined $200 for an attempt to Influment of a receiver for the ConsoliSince his sojourn In St. Louis he ence the grand Jury In not returning
company. has renewed hU suit, with more Indictments in connection with allegdated Arizona Smelting
The application was made upon be- success, and toe young lady has ed coal land frauds In San Juan
half of Frank L Crocker, of New yielded to his efforts to take her county.
York, who alleges that the assets of back to the perpetual spring of the
the company are In a chaotic state, foot hills. The reception this after- PHYWIUGIIT DALY'S WIDOW
due to attachments In Arizona and noon, at which the announcement is
IS DEAD l-- NEW YORK.
charges of Insolvency.
to be made, is at the home of Miss
New York, Nov. 11. Mrs. Mary
Counsel for the company opposed Helen Dillon, daughter
of Judge
the application and denied the In- Daniel Dillon. Miss Dillon Is an in- Duff Daly, widow of Augustln Daly,
solvency. The Judge took the ap- timate friend of Mis Sanders, and the playright and theatrical manplication under advisement.
The has closely guarded) the secret of the ager, died here yesterday. In he was
com- 'engagement during the. very
capitalization of the various
short the daughter of John A. Duff, the
Impresario.
panies involved Is $17,000,000.
lime that it has existed.
prao-tloal-

ly

4.7-lnc-

11a-wor-

1

(S.

(New York, Nov. 11. 'Members of
the Gould family here deny that
they know anything of the alleged
marriage of Anna Gould Castellane,
who secured a divorce from Count
Bonl Castellane a few weeks since,
to Prince Helie de Segan. They declare that such a marriage
would
not have taken place without their
knowledge, though they admit that
the prince and Mme.
Gould are
very good friends and that such a
marriage might not be disliked by
all her relatives, though they do not
believe she would wed so soon after
securing a separation from Castellane.
Mme. Gould Is now at her country
home, the Chateau de Marals, near
St. Cheron, France, but all reports
from there are that she refuses to
see interviewers
and will not talk
of the reported marriage.
She Is entertaining
a party of
friends and at a recent hunt, Prince
Sagan, who Is a frequent visitor at
her home, was an honored guest.
Sagan Im Popular.
Prince lielie de Sagan Is one of
the popular noblemen
of Europe
and It would be a match that would
be pleasing to many noble families
should the rumor that he has wedded the former countess
be true,
since she as the wife of Count Bonl
made herself greatly liked in the
royal houses.
The Gould family
America,
In
however, Including George Gould,
who has Just returned from abroad,
insists that the marriage could not
place without
have taken
their
knowledge and that they do not
know of it.

Of'tlii"'.?

"Curar is one
poisons known, and from what I
know of Walter Baker's death It la
possible that this deadly drug might
hays been the cause' declared Dr.
Francis A. Donoghue.
Curare, while It usually acts !
most Instantly, is so
It
would, when introduced Into athat
stom
ach blunted and weakened by th
prolonged us of alcohol, as was that
of Baker, act more slowly, and It
might not produce death until two
hours after It was administered, declare chemists
who know something about the Insidious drug. Curare is a vegetable alkaloid, coming
from a bean that Is of the earn
general family as that from which
strychnine Is obtained, but its action
is opposite to that of strychnine,
strychnine is uved as an antidote
for it.
Ever since the Investigation of the.
contents of Baker's stomach has
pointed to the use of this Insidious
drug the detectives and police have
been working on a clue that leads
to a somewhat
different direction,
than that at first taken, and th
surveillance of u certain person has
been more strict than before.
About to Leave Hunt Home.
"I have reason to know that Walter F. Baker was making preparations to leave the Hurd home forever," said a friend of Mrs. Charlotte Baker, mother
of the dead
man. "Walter loved
his mother
very much and her death cam at
a great shock to him.
He always
liked his brother. Edward F. Baker
of this city, and he was usually governed by his advices.
"Not more than five weeks ago
Walter paid his last visit to Boston
and to his relative here said: 'Ed.
you may expect me back with you.
I can no longer remain In a house
where fighting Is the chief pastime."

SI 5,000,000 WORTH OF
T

WILL TREAT NEW
MEXICO

LIKE OTHERS

Pool of Largest Consumers of
Washington, Nov. 11. (Svlul.)
Jn reply to a query by a Citizen
correspondent
as to whether the
land cases now before the United
States court in New Mexico are to
be prosecuted, the assistant attorney
general for the interior department,
Mr. Woodruff, said today:
"SulU, both civil and criminal,
which have been, or may be. Instituted In the territory of New Mexico, are exactly In the same position
as though theyhad been begun in
any other .state or territory.
They
will be conducted on the same prinany
ciple.
sufficiently
If there is
valid reason for dismissing a suit
when once instituted, it will avail in
New Mexico, if It would have been
effective In Montana. On the contrary, if any suit should have been
vigorously prosocuted
In
Montana
under
the same circumstances it
will, as far as the department of the
interior can bring it about, be vigorously prosecuted In New Mexico.
1 can say for the
In other word
secretary ot the interior, at least,
that New Mexico U not considered
in any different light than any other
public land state or territory."

Europe Buys 50.000
Pounds of Metal.
New York, Nov. 11. A pool In
which the largest copper consumer
are represented, says the
Times today, was recently formed in
London and purchased fifty thousand tons of copper ut a price slightly above the market.
The amount
Is
approximately fifteen
involved
million dollars which is to be paid
In London on delivery in November
and December.
The deal was kept secret at th
time It was made and no more stir
in the market was noticed than a
slightly Increased price would ordi
narily make. The pool la said to be
worth hundreds of millions and will
be in the market In the near futur
for an even larger amount than It
first purchased.
It is believed that this enormous
purchase of metal
will
stimulate
other buyers and that the copper
market will arise to Its full strength
in a few weeks.
of Europe

Hoar Kiul Collision.
New York, Nov, 11. A rear end
Oakland Hunk Susniult
collision occurred on the elevated at
Oakland. Cal., Nov. 11. The Un
Thirty-fourth
Broadway and
street ion National bank closed Its door
crossing today. Six passengers were today, because of Us connection with,
badly hurt.
the California Trust company.

.
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RAILROAD DEPARTMENT
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A. K. Nnthwood of Wagon Mound
Is In Iaik Vegas.
W. Parker, of Klmendorf, spent

hood of locomotive Fircmeimnd
The latter is polling those
of its members who are employed
Mounon the Missouri "Pacific-Iro- n
tain system on the question of demanding representation of engineers
brotherwho nre members of the
have
hood.
Several - conferences
taken place with the management
of representation,
on the question
and the matter figured Incidentally
In
St.
at the recent conferences
1ouls between Ija.lmr Commissioner
Nelll and the committee of engineers
on the one hand and
the Uould
lines' management on the other.
It Is believed that a satisfactory
solution of the pnvhlem may be
for the
reached vvTthout calling
mediation of the labor department.

SANTA
TRY STEEL
TIES
Rallioad Men of Country Much
Interested In the New
Invention.

lI.KOlS
OX MAIL

Sunday

the city.
F. Llovd. of Springer, Is In I.
Vegas tmlay transacting business
Fred K. Myerhoff. of Holbrook,
Arls.. is in the city on business.
Alfred Montoya, of Pen a Dlanca.
is registered at the Orand Central.
Mr. H. H. Detts. of Sliver City. Is
convelesclng from a serious Illness.
It. W. Sammon Is In Las Vegas
from his home at Ocat, N. M.
Attorney K. C. Abbott, of Santa
Fe. Is attending court In San Juan
county.
Ilev. 'V. It. Dye has returned to
Santa Fu from a visit to Kichmond,
Virginia.
U. L. Daca is In the city from
Santa Fe hobnobing vviir--. Alouquer- que republicans.
of
V. J. C'randall, superintendent
the Indian school at Santa Fe, is reg
Alvarado.
the
istered at
Miss Lilly Bazlnsky. of Vicksburg,
Miss.. Is visiting in Las Vegas, with

.

Keeps Most
Off Windows
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Don't you dislike to leave the
warm living room and undrest in
a cold bedroom where the frost is
thick on the window? No need
to any longer
a

In

Take TViai Futrelle Furniture Co,

1
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Gash or Payments

i
COPVRIChT.
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G1YE US A CHANCE
To figure on that bill of lumber.
Our lumber comes from our own
mills located In the best body of
timber In Xew Mexico.
A large stock
of dry spruce
dimension on hand. "Why not buy
the best when it Is Just as cheap?
It will pay you to look Into this.

OP
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y Lamp

-

furnish

of linoleums and
cloth. Wool fringed
rugs from 25c and up. English
and
china cups and saucers
dinner plates 7,3 cents a aet.
Brass custaln rods 10c and up.
Wlndero shades, 23c and up.
floor
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Washington.
C, Nov. 11.
About $60,000 more was clipped off
from the railroads' pay during the
September quarter by the postoftlce her" ."Jster, Mrs. Ben Lewis.
to make
department for failures
Arthur Seligman, of Santa
Railroad men In thl city nre be- schedule time
with mall trains. Fe,Mr.
heater warranted.
Is able to walk again after havcross
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fined,
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ing interested
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V. J. Le'ihy, of Las
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naitinnt-Southwestern.
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for its brilliant,
Heel plate or ckelp into "box" form. between St. Louis and t'lncinnat I furry.
steady light, simple construction and absolute
Irnvlng a longitudinal plot or open rt26.4r;
II. Van Stone, manager for the
Big
Four, Cincinnati to
space between the abutting lateral Kankakee.
1191.13;
Wabash. St. Hughes Mercantile company of
Equipped with the beet central draft
safety.
tlges of the blank which now form Iouis to Kansas City, $4S7.4."); Chiwas a Santa Fe visitor on
burner. Made of brass, nickel plated. Every
the bottom of the tie. The re.-ucago & Alton, Warm to Kansas City, Saturday.
Is ft tie of downwardly and outwardlamp warranted. If your dealer does not handle
S3. 52; St. Ixitlls, Iron Mountain &
W. B. Walton, editor of Ihe Silver
which, although Southern.
ly flaring sides.
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and the body of the tie Is resident and
St. Louis.
W. D. McFerren, route agent for
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and does
Los Angeles, Cal., Nov. 11. Fol
do the steel ties of girder or
J. W. Ackers. F. M. Jones Bnd Ce- lowing the large fine imposed upon lestln
types, which are of rigid construcBaca are a trio of Santa Fe
by
Well
Judge
railway
Fe
the
Santa
by
been
condemned
tion and have
men visiting friends In the
district court business
railway experts because of their In- born In the federal
rritorlal metropolis.
Attorney Law- ability to assume the vibration and United States District he
Judge Henry L. Waldo has return
would pro
ler announced that
wave motion caused bar traffic.
ceed at the coming January term ed to Las Vegas from Santa I'e,
Of Mailt Material.
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where
he has been on legal business
prosecute
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court to
The peculiar structure of the tie of
of ten for the Santa Fe railroad.
the remaining indictments
enables much lighter material to be counts
charging rebating.
In the
Attorney W. J. Schultz and daugh
used for bending without sacrificcase actual rebating Is charg ter of oil City, Pa., are visiting at
ing strength. For street railway ue, latter
accusing
government
the Harvey's ranch near Las Vegas and
where the tie Is embedded under the ed the
of accepting the full tariff rate will probably spend the winter there.
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a
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then
and
L. J. McDlaln and wife. L. Kean
pimple form of tie made by bending to
the Grand Canyon Lime and Ce and wife and Miss Cyrena Kean of
up a flat piece of skelp of a thickcompany.
In
which
In the case
ment
yesterday In
Buffalo. iN. V., spent
ness running from
company was lined yesterday Las Vegas.
of an Inch up. To each side of the the
was
of"
tariff
the
amount
full
the
the
point where the rail traverses
in
William Osgood, who arrived
never paid. The offenses were com- Las
Vegas a few days ago
tie top In which is seated the
his
mitted between May, 1905. and July, home in Montana, left this from
morning
busy for the south to find a location for
To the arm of the slots are holes 1906. Santa Fe attorneys are cases
of the
through which bolts extend loosely preparing their appeals
a sheep ranch.
downward to engage the bolt holes upon which the company was sen
Announcements are out of the en
tenced yesterday.
In the lower arms of the
gagement of tM. K. Chaves, of Mesll
fasteners. By tightening the bolts
la,
N. M., and Miss Jennie Ebby, or
are
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the lower arms of the fasteners
City.
The wedding is set for
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raised and the upper arms corresLas Vegas. N. M., Nov. 11. A the latter part of the present month.
pondingly depressed thus clamping
Mis
Airs. Prtmo and daughter.
silver dollars scattered
down firmly against the base of the thousand
over the floor of an express car at Mollle Prlmo, and Miss Isabel Hand
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daughter
Mr.
D.
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and
of
evening
J.
Hand
the Santa Fe depot last
Several KIimIs of Fasteners.
considerable
excitement are In Las Vegas today from the
Several types of fasteners are of- caused
Alamos.
Los
among
Hand
ranch
at
loungers
the
the
about
street
ordinary
In
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Where,
fered.
W. i. Fullerton has returned from
'railway work, the rail Is not shifted tracks.
The First National bank received attending the obsequies of his fath
to take up wear, a simple
engag
consignment
it
$12,000,
is
er,
a
of
silver
single
having
who died recently In San Diego,
fastener,
but a
Ing face on its upper arm to clamp un Jeietood. nil done up In sacks of Cal. Mr. Fullerton Is a prominent
of the men In sheep raiser of western Socorro
down uoon the rail base. Is recom $1,000 each. One
Where it la desirable to handling the moneyHewdropped a ack county.
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in all dlreo'
contents
trtcl
In
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been
It
has
ahlft the rail after
the well
John L. Zimmerman,
t
service a sufficiently long period to Hons.
known surveyor, ana Frank Thomp
W'th so much silver In sight the son have returned
seriously enlarge the track gauge,
to Las Vegas
loafers came j the conclusion from Los Alamos, where the former
the type of fastener having a plur- dtpot the
money crisis was over and has been doing some surveying on
ality of engaging faces Is offered. that
Thus when the rail is first put into thj report was circulated today that the Hand ranch.
service the outside fastener would the banks had received $1,000,000
Friends of Mrs. George W, Ar- engage the rail base with its lower and that all the clearing house cer mljo
be pleased to learn
that
or Itrst engaging face, while the In- tificates would be taken up by the she ia will
much Improved as a result of
side fastener would engage the rail banks today.
her trip to El Pasw. Mrs. Armljo haB
iiasj with its second or upper en- now been In the Pass City several
VACTlXATINfJ RAII ItOVn
nazinz face.
expects to remain some
.
TIES IX TIIK THOPICS weeks and
When the rail Is worn sufficiently
"Railway ties are vaccinated in time longer.
to rquire shifting to regauge the
Newdelegates
Two
more
from
"Vacinwardly
engineer.
the tropics." said an
track, the rail is shifted
meeting
and the outside fastener will engage cination prolongs their life three or Mexico to the forthcomingCommercial
of the
the rail base with its second or up-i- four times over.
congress
nave
Muskogee,
Okla.,
at
engaging face, while the inside
"You see, the soft wood of these
Curry
fastener will engage the rail base ties, unprotected, falls a quicker been appointed by Governor
R. B. Holllngsworth
with lUr first or lower engaging face prey to the Innumerable fierce hosts They are Major
and Dr. R. B. Holllngsworth, both
It I evident that the different shift- of ants and worms and other tropi of
La
Dona
Cruces,
go
Ana county.
are
positions
They
limited cal Insects.
for an unvaccl
of the rail
ed
In number only, by the number of nated sleeper as a tramp goes for a
engaging faces of the fasteners. The pie, and In a few weeks It is reduced
A Significant Prayer.
new tie Is the only steel tie on whlcn to dust.
'May the lord help you make
admay
be
in
we
position
We
vaccinate
them.
of the rail
'But
the
Bucklen's Arnica Save known to all
justed.
Ject into them creosote, or sulphate writes J. G. Jenkins, of Chapel Hill
of copper, or some other antiseptic
N. C. It quickly took the pain out
Accommodate Any Size Rail.
In
By providing a plurality
of en- Then, Immune to the tropical
of a felon for me and cured it In
gaging faces for the fasteners. It Is sects, attacks, they last as long as wonderful short time."
Best on
evident that a broad range of rail they would on the Pennsylvania or earth for sores, burns and wounds.
toase widths can be accommodated the Erie line." The Evening Wis 25c at all druggists.
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"Woman most sensational
11.
Nov.
Washington.
on one of the ties without modifica- year ending July 31 will be close to
Woman trial.
tion of the tie Itself. The new tie is 32 million dollars.
Final returns I it.,lH.r, Hill and MltM Lottie A bra Against Woman" and "Asensational
that she
Mrs. Adams announces
Scorned" are two of the
therefore, "standard." and dlfTerent are not In the official hands, but
I ia ill Stole ilarcli
on Everywill come here next week and test!'
features that will develop when the
sixes need not be ordered for differenough Is known to show that this
body
Week.
But she is
year was not only the best by far
trial of Mrs. Annie Bradley for the fy for the prosecution. to
ent characters of rails.
the pub
lover, former anxloua to make it clear
When it is desired to use one rail in the company s history, but also
Silver City. N. M., Nov. 11. Itob murder of her faithlessArthur
llrown,
will
the
stand not
take
lie
she
that
as a part of an electric signal cir- that the ratio of Increase In past ert Hill and MIms Ittle Abraham. United States Senator
because of a feeling of animosity to
cuit, as in the case of block signals, few years has been maintained. The two popular young people of thin begins this week.
ward the woman who killed the man
one rail of the track is insulated by net earnings for the year will show city, mole a march on their friends
Did Mrs. Annie A. Adams, whom she
about to marry, but to de
the use of insulating rail clamps or some Increase, posSbly $600,000.
Wednesday evening when they hied marriage to Senator Brown was pre- fend was
herself and the memory of Sen
fasteners which embrace not only
themselvt-to the Presbyterian man vented
by
Mrs. Bradley's bullets, ntor Brown.
She seems to feel that
the hnw, but also the web of the rail TWO Kll I.KI ON SANTA FE
se and were united in marriage by know of the existence of Mrs.
does not I'luy an enviable role In
hearing against the web thereof, and
AT OOLTOX. CALIFORNIA. Hiv. It. M. Smith.
Mr. ani Mrs. ley anil of the wrong that ne nail she coming
securing
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Colton. Cal., Nov. 11. The
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up with the done her. the mother of his chil- - the
the surfaces of the rail sheets or switch engine on the Santa ft. look young couple. stood
It la said at the jail that Mrs,
They left on the even dren?
plate uf Insulating fiber of c haracter a wrong switch at the ice house one ing train
Bradley
becomes very bitter and of'
Fulls, Oregon,
It has been stated that airs. Ad ten hysterical
used at present on the main railway mile north of town, rast night and where Mr.forHillKlamath
when the subject of
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a
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absolutely
was
am
systems in connection with their ran into the ditch. Conductor James awaiting him. The groom is a nep"ihe other woman" Is discussed. Mrs.
beyears
for
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iMcGregor
was recently In Washington
and Brakeman J. J hew of Mrs. H. E. Muse of this city
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Stauffer were riding on the front and and has resided here for the last of
and her presence in the city had
ihe fact that only a month before such
Jl lX.r. At Q I ITS KMIW
were buried beneath the engine, be two years. He la an industrious
a
harmful
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his death he had told Mrs. Bradley ley that all knowledge
ing Instantly killed.
about her
young man of sterling character and In
language thai movements had to be withheld.
passionate
most
The cufte of the territory against
the
The
worthy of the fair young bride he he loved her and her alone.
Robert Sloan, churged with an asG. C. Mac'hen, who has been San
Mrs,
jail
olllolals
have
watch
lo
sault with deadly weapon on the ta
agent at Silver City since Feb has won.
of the frail woman In Bradley's health very closely, for
But
friends
person of vvillnun Allium, came up ruary 1st,
cnecked out yester
Jail here say that this Is Incredible Is so Hague that undue excitement
for preliminary hearing before Ju
(lay and will be succeeded by G. t
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since even his most casual friends brings on symptoms which endanger
t
I".
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wife testitied in behalf of ing transferred to Mesllla Park.
Many rheumatic attacks are due to mini
the accused, and said that she only
acid from the blood. Its presence there I'lah.
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now
that
d
Ladles' Aid society of the
even
The
It
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went to Sloan's room to ask him to
It Is slated that a German engi- shows the kidneys are Inactive. Don't Bradley
Mrs. Adams a plead Presbyterian church will kive a iiir- go out and buy some lunch, although neer has purchased a cow
which dally with "uric acid solvents." You ing letterwrote
tu-at noon, and n dutch lunch In the
begging her not to wrong
totn Allison and Slnn testitied that gives "two gallons of milk and two might go on till doomsday with them.
to 8 o'clock. Friday,
woman so dependent on Senator evening, from
the cutting affray took place at pounds of butter every day. twice a but until you cure the kidneys you aBrown
Nov.
22. in the parlors of the Presby
the
for
and
livelihood
for her
about i o'clock in the morning and week, some times. It is a Dutch will never get well. Doan'a Kidney
Everybody invited.
It i.s alleged terian church.
of her children.
that the guillv wife was in the closet roiciuctor that makes the statement Pills not only remove uric acid, but futurea copy
o
of this letter will bo promay
be a cure the kidneys and then all danger that
at the time. What Mrs. Allison want and us "slraightness
The
Benevolent As
duced at the trial.
ed with a lunch at that hour Is pe trifle ela.tic
from uric acid is ended.
Through business sources It Is also
will give a charity ball on
.
flillar at
Anselmo Armljo, living at 124 Cer-rlllinforfc'ot
Thanksgiving
Bradley
evening
alleged
Mrs.
in
verthe ball
that
em
ill
Patiilo,
who
rendering
been
Robert
hU
judge
The
street, Santa Fe, N. M.. says:
has
Brown had room of the Klks" club. The public
dict, stated that every man's home ployed by the Santa Fe at Ias Veg "For seveml years my wife suffered a mation that Senator
on
very
generous
settlements
is cordially Invited.
was his cm bile and that Allison had as and llomerovllle us an operator. great deal from backache, pain in made
no right in there and consequently died at the hospital at Las Vegas the back of her head and rheumatism. hbj prospective bride. He had neg7
Hradley
provide
Mrs.
lected
for
Sloan had a right to defend himself Saturday.
to
Pal Pinto Wells Mineral Water
litMedicines
ulie used proved of
'im tle or no that
9 m a
W. H. bunker appeared for the deavail until she commenced and her two children under athe new cures and prevents constipation. Ask
doubt
All trains were on time or at least with Donn's Kidney Pills, which we arrangement, and without
your grocer for It.
fendant.
not greatly delayed today,
despite had the good fortune to learn of and this piecipilate, the shooting. Mrs.
the heavy tratfic.
procured a box u,t Ireland's Phar- Bradley was aware that no hope rei'i iti'Mi'N'
Piles Cured In 6 to I I Havs.
txiri.n iiir.s'
macy. The genuineness of this medi mained of getting any provision for PAZO OLNT.MKXT is guaranteed to
a vi:xi.i orrsnov.
marriage
11.
Mo..
your
Oeneral
Liouis.
Nov.
St.
Brlng u
cure any case of itching. Blind
jod worv.
Pries cine as a cure for the kidneys was her children if once the
Manager
b! eding or protruding piles In 6 to
Sullivan of the Missouri the very lowest and the work will amply proven in her case. After using was consu una ted.
Pacific-Iro- n
Mountain will return to stand Inspection anywhere. JluMneaa live boxes she was a well woman and
Mrs. A .ins, who Is the mother of 14 days or money refunded. 60 cents,
St.
has enjoyed good health ever since. Maui Adams, the actress, apparentheudi"'ariers today from and cal'lna crd a uDeclnltv.
I make this statement unsolicited
g ly lakes much comfort in Mrs. Bradthe
San Antonio. after attending
DeWlti's farbollzed Witch H.iz
o
Take mme reliable and safe diprompted to do so that I may ley's frequent expression that she Salve is lie. ting and soothing. (ood
Joint conference on St.
train do luxe aervice, ne, tant like KOIxiI. for Dyspepsia. fhow my appreciation of tills remedy, acted lo avenge her children and not for piles. Sold by J. II. o'Kielly.
o- lo be resumed for the winter season Kiifiol. is the best remedy known Dean's Kidney Fills."
tin.. null jealously of any other womFor salo by all deallcrs. Prle G0o an. But It Is not generally believed
N'othlng more
appropriate
for
The management would appear to t",ay for hcai t burn, belching and Foster-Milburn
One
Co.. Buffalo, N. Y.. that thU will be much bairn for Christina
be in somewhat of a diieinna with U'l troubles arising lrum a disordered
than a photograph.
It is pleasant to take sole ag nts for the United States.
regard to the differences that exist iliKt'Kllon.
J3.00.
Brown's rtancee when the trial Is on. doiieii cabinet photograph
Sold
Remember the name Doan's and Mm. Bradley's motive s far us l!
Mii.i.irr sit Dio.
between the Brotherhood of fco- - and afford relief promptly.
by J. 11. O'Hleliy.
21."
take no other.
19.
Avenue.
West ltuili-ui- l
rnotive Engineers and the Brother
.affects the other woman will be the
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(Equipped with Smokelesa Device)

makes any cold room cheerful
and cozy in a trice and keeps it so.
It has a smokeless device that
means no smoke
no smell no
bother just direct intense heat.
Finished in japan and nickel.
Brass font holds 4 quarts, burns
9 hours. Easily carried about. Every
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GRANDE LUMBER

Phone 8.
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YOU CAN SAVE
A checking; account will not only help you to spend
your money economically, but it will also aid you
to save money systematically.
When you have a record of every cent you pay out
(which you will have, if you pay by check) you
will be more careful of your expenditures.
A checking account gives you a complete record of
every cent you spend. You get a receipt for each
bill paid. You ' have safety for your funds and
convenience for your business transactions.
PAY BY CHECK.

ill' 1 j
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la stock to oaf71 tho
kpmostirerythlng
fmstldloot bar eomplotoj

Havs bean appo'ntstf axcluslvs agents tn the Southwsrt fat ifaa. S.
chlltz, Wm. Usmp and fit. Louis A. B. C Breweries; Yallawatana.
Graan River, V. H. McBraysr'a Cedar Brook, LOula Hunter, T.J. Man
arch, and athtr standard ferunds of whlsklts too numerous ta mentis,
WE ARE NOT COMPOUNDERS.
Bat sell tie straight article as received by as from tie VU i .iaartae,
Distilleries and Breweries In tie United fttat s. Cal aid triaast oil
Stock and Prlcei. or writ for Illustrated CiUlojao uti
rls Ust
Issued to dealers only.
ilnmmiiiniiJiJiii"Vff"M,ff

Senator Brown.

I
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Traaarra

O. fiacaeeal,

Consolidated Liquor Company

Mrs. Adams Will Go on Stand to Testi
fy Against Slayer of U. S.

three-sixteent-

Cia. Vcllid,

J. D. Eatfft, President
G. OlonU, Vie Preside?

WOMAN

i
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THE BANK OF COMMERCE
Albuquerque, New Mexico.
CAPIAL AND SURPLUS $200,000

pi

BUILDERS

AND

FINISHERS' SUPPLIES

'

s
Paint None BetNative and Chicago tinmber.
ter. Building Paper, Plaster, Id me. Cement. Glass. Sash, Doors, F.tc,
Etc., Etc
Sherwin-WHUam-

m

d,

Bi-a-

u

J.

423 South First
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By buying Stoves, Ranges. Cooking Utensils. Enamel and Tinware, Nickel and Silverware,
Table and Pocket Cutlery, Builders' and Shelf Hardware, Mechanics' Tools etc., etc., at

Insane Woman Made Life Mis
erable For Washer-Maids

Tlhie Greatt Oosiimg'

In Segundo.
Trinidad, Colo., Nov. 11. Armed
with a pair of shear with which
fhe niaile raids on neighbor's clothes
lines cutting their wash into strips
and ribbons. Is one or the charges
made against Mrs. Tonus Brown,
of Segundo, who was arrested last
night and Is In the county Jail awaiting trial for insanity. It Is alleged
that Mrs. Brown would also attack
children on the streets, and slash
their clothing into threads and that
he laughed hy.'erlcally at the rewhich she
sult of h?r handiwork
considered a good Joke. Her own
clothing was by no means immune,
and was constantly being ripped and
torn.
Officials say that severeal fine silk
dresees suffered mutilation
at her
hand, and a number of new winter
cloaks were slit down the back by
the woman with the strange mania.
Mr". Brown's arrest was caused by
a woman from whose trunk she removed nearly all of her wearing apparel, and cut it up into unrecognizable bits.
The arrest of Mrs. Brown, according to the statement from Sheriff
Kreeger has set at ase the fears of
all those women of Segundo, who
have been keeping their good clothes
hid away in their trunks. Now that
she Is In jail and will in all probability be sent to the asylum, they are
getting out their good clothes without fear that they may at any time
have the scissors Jabbed into them,
and a large pleca cut out by the eccentric old lady.
he was arrested yesterday by Under Sheriff Kreeger and brought to
Trinidad and placed In the county
She was sick when he went
Jail.
after her and had been so for several weeks, but her Illness did not
with her mania for destroying
clothes. Since her arrest yesterday
afternoon he has refused to take
even the most delectable foods and
even chicken or ice cream has not
appealed to her. Mrs. Brown has
no access to any sharp Instruments
in the Jail so that, of course, she is
now wearing whole clothes.
Her trial will probably be held

WHITNEY COMPAY'S
RETAIL DEPARTMENT
115 SOUTH FIRST SHEET

Terms
Cash

OS ANGELES WOULD BE EASY
PREY FOR

HY'

BORN--A-

Horse
Blankets

Nothing to Prevent Any Foreign Power

From
the Western
Coast of the States at Pleasure.
"Side-Swipin-

g"

They are mighty strong,
they are long of wear,
they are warm, they are
handsome.
So, too, are the 5 A Lap
KODC5.

We Sell Them
We Also Do Expert

Horse Shoeing
J. Korber & Go.
212

SECOND ST.

NORTH

IITIIITTimTIITIITIITtlT

HOUSE SITE
J

Hopewell Would Give
Town Lots Near Business Center.

Col.

Kstancla, N. M.. Nov. 11. Col. W.
3. Hopewell, general manager of the
.New Mexico Fuel and
Iron Com-Iianwhile here recently discussed
ths location of the court house, having understood that there was some
disagreement over the location, some
favoring the Bite In the northwestern
part of the townsite and others
clamoring for a site In the south end
of town. Mr. Hopewell is anxious to
avoid sectional strife In town and la
trying to compromise the affair. .As
a compromise measure he offers to
donate instead of the block offered
some three years ago, and fenced
at that time by the county commissioners, the west half of the first
block Just Inside the east end of the
park for a court hou-- e site.
Near Town's Center.
This location la almost the center
of the townsite and would face the
park proper, thus making it an ideal
court house site. It is within easy
access to the business center of tha
town and the depot and withall not
too closf. Facing the park, an Ideal
split could be made of these grounds
with comparatively small expense. It
Is up to the citizens to agree on
some location as nearly central as
and see that the commls-sionerof the county do their duty,
and if't the court hous umler way.
Mr. Hopewell further
onVrn
to
deed tu a board of trustee
In trust
Tit Hit' town, wnen it shall h;ve been
iiiLiTpiir.ited.
the four blocks of the
par and fojr lots of the eaxt end
of eaih of the two blocks west of
lh park for park purposes. He d ies
this
that the park may be taken
c.i;e of. tree set nut and cared for,
and a beginning made In beautifying
the I. in 1. The Commercial club discussed ;his matter at the meeting on
Tue-.tiand will probably act on
the master at the next meeting.
y,
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. COMING EVENTS.
11
November
Little
.

Jone.--

Johnny

November 15 Arizona.
November IS to 2'i The Wolford
Stork Company.
November 24 and 27 The McFee
ftoek Company.
November 30. Peek's Had Roy.
lieeember 2 The Mayor of Tokio.
Deeember IS The Wizard
of
Wall Street.
26
27
December
and
Raffles.
December 28 The Eagle's Eye.
lieeember 30 Buster Drown.
Itellalilo Reimvly for Croup.
With the dry, cold weather of the
early winter months, parents of crou-p- y
children should be on the alert
for ominous symtoms. There Is no
cause for anxiety, however, when
Chamberlain's Cough Remedy Is kept
In the home.
If this medicine Is
Riven as soon
as child becomes
hoarse or even after the croupy
coush has appeared, the attack may
be w.irded off. Mr. 8. Roslnthal, of
Turner. Michigan, says: "We have
used Chamberlain'
Cough medicine
for ourselves and children for several
years and like it very much. I think
It Is the only remedy for croup and
can highly recommend It." For sale
by all druggists.
A

IDEA

N

IDEA-HEARIN- G

HORSES NEIGH
for 5A Horse Blankets.

jj

Terms
Cash

ABOl'T THE RAREST THING THAT EVER HAPPENS IX
THIS OM WOULD OF OURS. IS TIIF, HI Kill Oh' A
NEW IDEA. AND THE FORTUNATE POSSESSOR OP A FINE
I.AItC.K ON K IS WOltTH MOHR TO HIMsKliF AND MORE TO THE
WOULD THAN THK SANTA FK UAILUOAD.
PSYCHOIOOISTS. WHO MAKE A HFSINKSS OP SORTING
OIT IDKAS AND SHYING INTO THE WAYS THEY AltE
IIOKN. SAY THAT AITEIl YOU PASS THE AGE OV
AHOIT TWENTY. YOl It
DAYS ARE ETERNALLT
OVER. IF YOIT ARE STIM, ON THE TENDER RIDE OF
THIS AGE AND ARE WISE YOU MAY WISH TO
READ THIS STATKMJ3XT AGAIN.
f
. t
NOW THE AMlCQrERQFE CITIZEN CARRIES IDEAS IN
STOCK.
WHERE THEY CAME FROM AND WHO THEIR
PARENTS ARE, IS NEITHER HERE NOR THERE. SOME
OF THEM Rl'N AI.ONO THE LINES OF BUSINESS
HI'II.DING AND TRADE GETTING. THESE IDEAS Willi
HE SOlvD, I,EASED OR RENTED TO THE PUBLIC, FOR
CASH OR ON THE INSTALLMENT PLAN.
THEY KEEP A YOITOO FELLOW AROUND THE OFFICE.
AND PAY MIM EVERY WEEK, TO DO NOTHING HUT
LOOK AFTER THE ADVERTISING. THERE IS NOTHING
HE LIKES HETTER T1LAN TO HAVE ROME ONE COME
IN AND SAY: "HERE I WANT TO SPEND $.10.00
EVERY MONTH IN ADVERTISING. I WISH YOU WOULD
TAKE THE WHOLE THING OFF MY HANDS, AND RUN IT AS
YOU THINK REST. I HAVE OTHER MATTER A TO
CARE FOR, AND YOU PROBABLY KNOW MORE ABOUT
IT THAN I, ANYWAY."
.i ' ;
A NUMBER OF ALBUQUERQUE BUSINESS MEN HAVE
ALREADY MADE SUCH ARRANGEMENTS MORE ARE
DOING IT EVERY DAY. ONE WISE MERCHANT, WHO
ATTEMPTS TO DRAW A LINE DIVIDING THE PATRONAGE
HE RECEIVES FROM ADVERTISING, FROM THAT COMING
THROUGH OTHER CHANNELS. INFORMED 18 ONLY
YESTERDAY TILVT HIS ADVERTISEMENT IN THE
ALBI'Ql'ERQUE
CITIZEN DURING THE TWO MONTHS
IT HAS RUN, 1LS NETTED HIM SUFFICIENT TO
PAY FOR THE ADVERTISEMENT FOR SIX MONTHS.
ANY ADVERTISEMENT THAT PAYS FOR ITSELF IN
DIRECT. IMMEDIATE RETURNS. IS A GOOD INVESTMENT,
BECAUSE YOU GET YOUR MONEY BACK, AND
THE EXTENDED PIT1LICITY TO BOOT. BUT WHEN
RESULTS ARE SUCH AS THIS MAN EXPERIENCED
YOU ARE GETTING LITTLE LESS TILAN A GOLD MINE.
THE FIRST MAN IN THE ADVERTISING FIELD REAPS
THE FINEST OF THE WHEAT, THE
S
GIiEAN
THE STUBBLES. DUKE, THE TOBACCO KING, IN CON V EilSATION
WITH THE WRITER ONCE SAID: "I BEGAN LIFE. ON
A STONE PATCH, WITH A WIFE. A BLIND MULE AND
TEV DOLLARS. I AM NOW WORTH THIRTY TWO MILLION'
DOLLARS, BUT I HAVE SPENT FORTY MILLION IN
ADVERTISING."
PROBABLY NO MAN IN ALBUQUERQUE
HAS HAD A MORE MODEST BEGINNING THAN MR. DUKE.
AND THERE IS NO REASON WHY ANY MAN WITH EQUAL
BUSINESS ABILITY. AND POSSESSED OF THE SAME BUSINESS
FORESIGHT. SHOULD NOT BUOOEED AS WELL. IF THERE IS.
STATE IT TO YOURSELF, AND BE CONSOLED.
IT IS AN OLD SAW.
BUT A KEEN CUTER, THAT SAYS:
"IT PAYS TO ADVERTISE."

WARSHIPS I

ESTANCIA COURT

OFFER

Out Sale of

A'Buiw Day at the .San Pedro Wharf.
Los Angeles, Cal., Nov. 11. "It far no one has hardly suggested the
war should be declared today what use of San Pedro harbor as a naval
wouia prevent tne Japanese or any base. I believe a grave mistake will
other hostile fleet
from steaming be made if San Pedro is not conup and quietly capturing San Pedro sidered as an Important point from
which to direct great naval manand Los Angeles?
An expert was questioning IT. S. euvers."
The breakwater that Is to give
Army Engineer Capt. Amos A. Fries,
who is In charge of fortifications in San Pedro, 25 miles from Los Angeles,
a harbor costing 4 Vi million
the Los Angeles district as well as dollars,
comIs now 87 per cent
being chief engineer of the great
pleted. This breakwater will shely(0U-f- t
breakwater that Is to give ter
over 350 acres of water having
San Pedro a magnificent harbor.
"There Is nothing In the world to a depth of from 30 to 60 feet, and
prevent such a capture," replied 200 acres more with a depth of from
20 to 30 feet, plenty of room to anCapt. Fries.
chor the largest fleet In existence.
a fleet protect
"Couldn't
the There
Is plenty of room for the conport?"
and Return
within
the
"Not from where it is now, the struction of drydocks
Atlantic Ocean. Furthermore, the harbor.
account
of
eastern lawmakers don't even want
the fleet to visit the Pacific coast,
A Good Liniment.
THIRD
let alone remain here to protect the
When you need a good reliable
weak spots."
try Chamberlain's
liniment
Pain
Further questioning showed the
It has no superior for sprains
army engineer to be tremendously Dalm.
and swellings. A piece of flannel NOVEMBER
Interested In adequate Pacific coast sllghtened
dampened
Pain
fortification, or, to be more exact, Dalm Is superior to a with
plaster for
the present lack of it.
or pains In the side or
lame
back
"But you have not covered the chest. It also
rheumatic
biggest point in the question," he pains and makes relieves
sleep
rest poscontinued.
"Once an enemy cap- sible. For sale by all and
druggists.
ROUND TRIP
tured San Pedro, it would be In
possession of the
most strategic Tltc Youtli'd Companion
FOR RETURN
GOOD
Calendar
point on the entire coast for a base
Cor 1H08.
from which to operate.
Los AngeThe publishers of The Youth's NOVEMBER
18, 1907
les has large stores of provisions, Companion
will, as always at this
fruits and grains.
With the many season, present to every subscriber
s.
towns around her, such as
whose subscription ($1.75) is paid
No Stopovers Allowed
Pasadena,
Ran
Bernardino,
for 1!0S a beautiful calendar for the
,
River.-ideLong Beach,
Pcmona.
new year. Four paintings by artists
Ana,
Santa
Monica
Los
Santa
and
distinction are reproduced In the
Angeles would be an exceedingly of
four panels of the calendar by a pro- Wu Are Glad to Answer Questions
rich prize.
cess of color printing
which has
.A KuIImnkI Terminus.
btsn recently brought to remarkable
"Superior advantages
would be excellence. The first of the
panels Is
E, Purdy
added to thl city as a base for an an Inspiring sea scene, full of the
enemy by the many railroad lines beauty of the wide ocean and sky,
Angeles
tapping the district.
Los
and the joyous rush of the homewarAgent
is a great railroad terminus, having d-bound
ship. The
Is a
three railroads to. the east and three fine cattle piece. The third pictures
to the north.
an old mill at Zaandam typically
AT.&S.F.
' "Yet there is not a single gun to dutch
in treatment. The fourth panel
I believe San depicts
protect San Pedro.
a
a
"Girl
with
Roses"
Pedro should not only be adequately charming face, exquisite In color and
Coast Line
fortified, but that dry docks
expre sion.
All the
pictures
are
In San Pedro harbe constructed
worthy of preservation
long
bor for the taking care of battle- 1HHS has passed Into the good after
old
ships. What amazes me Is that so times.
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Phoenix, Ariz.

ADVERTISE

IN
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ISSUED

the
ARIZONA
TERRITORIAL FAIR

PEOPLE

WHEN

lOto 1607

$17.85
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TIME TO READ

HAYE

The St. ElmoW n

AMERICAN

JOSEPH

MINING

J 2

BARNETT, Prop'f.

0 West Railroad Avenae

mum

Wines. Brandlss. Etc.

MAMPLC AND
CLUB WOOMB

Red-land-

S11-S1-

Joplin, Mo.

t.

Oil SIMS

FED AND
KEPT OPEN
BY IMPURITIES III THE BLOOD -

If Old Sores were due to outsiile influences, or if the cause was confinrd
Itrictly to the diseased flesh around the ulcer, then external treatment and
lim;'e cleanliness would cure them. But the trouble is itt the blood, which
become; unhealthy and diseased, and keeps the sore open by continually
into it the impurities and poisons with which the circulation is
i'd-This poisonous condition of the blood may be the remains of some
ton.stitutional trouble ; the effect of a long spell of sickness, or because the
latural refuse of the body, which should pass off through the proper avenues,
las leen left in the system and absorbed into the blood. Again, the cause
nay be hereditary ; but it does not matter how the poison becomes intrenched
n the blood, the fact that the sore will not htal is evidence of a deep undcrly-n- g
cause. Salves, washes, lotions, etc., may cause the plate to scab over
temporarily, but the blood is not made any
purer by such treatment, and soon the old
inflammation and discharge will return and
the bore be as bad or worse than before.
S. S. S. goes down to the very bottom of the
trouble, cleanses and purifies the blood, and
PURELY VEGETABLE makes a permanent cure. S. S. S. enriches
and freshens the circulattrtn so that instead of
lischnr-in- ?
tissue-buildinv.nhca'thv matter into the place, it carries-rich- .
bloo.l to t".;e diseased parts and in every way assists in a natural
Book on Sores ami Ulcers and anv meiiictd aovtce free to
tnre of tue wie.
llwhowr:-e- .
THE SV7IFT ZTZZIF1Z C 3., ATLANTA, CA.

Nov.

11,

TO

$38.35

Milling
Siihi!;--

(amps of
l'mlilo

Colorado,

cinla; to Deliver,

lah unci

i

iiml

(iln-rml- o

H vlu

Date of Sale

Nov. 8, 9, and 10

RAILWAY
San Lull Valley,
Juun county of Colo- liulo.
I or Information as to rules,
train
wervlit', tleeriillve literature,
etc.,
Tlirouiili tli

aim lu

Uh) Sun

cull on or udcln'HU
F. II. MrRRIDE.
Agent, KiUIUl J
N. M.
S. K. HOOPER,
(i. P. & T. A.. Ienver, Colo.

oooooooojtooooo
Albuquerque

ATenna.

'

NEW MEXICO.
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$

$UCCE$$

To Joplin and Return

the

Denver&RioGrande

tj

emel Boarding Stableti
Livery
West Silver
Telephone
ALBUQUERQCE.

fft)IIMI
RATE

I

S

to 17, 1907

Direct Route
Tlio

y. PATTERSON

IV.

CONGRESS

Return Limit Nov. 20
T. E. PURDY, Agent

THEY $AV NOTHING SUCCEED LIKE $COCE$$.
I SUPPOSE THIS IS TRUE.
BUT IX ORDER TO
ILVVE SOME SUCCESS WTTU WHICH TO SCO
CEED IT IS NECESSARY TO HAVE SOME OTHER
THINGS. ONE OF THESE IS BRAINS, AND AN.

OTHER IS SOME MONEY.

WE DO NOT FUR--

NISII BRAINS LV SETS, BUT A PERUSAL OF
OUR COLUMNS WILL SHINE UP TUB ONES YOU
HAVE, AND AN ADVERTISEMENT
IN THE
EVENING CITIZEN WILL GO A IXNG WAY

o

J

TO- -

WARDS SUPPLYING THE DINERO.

ocmoo3mcmamcmcMomcomcM

foundry and Machine Works

HALL, rroprlttor
R.
Iron and Brtaa Caatlnsi; Or., Coal and Lumbar Car; lhft-tngPulleys, Grid Bara. Babbit M.tal; Column a J iroa
front for Building. R0Blrm aw mimhm and mill Machinery m Bpmolmlty
Foundry caat aid of railroad track.
Albuquarq.ua, N. M.

IT PAYS TO ADVERTISE
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ALBUQUERQUE

THE ALBUQUERQUE CITIZEN
PUBLISHED DAILY AND WEEKLY
By the Citizen Publishing Company ot Albuquerque, New Mexico.
W. S. STRICKLER

WILLIAM F. BROGAN

PRESIDENT

MANAGING EDITOR

,

sriwcitirnov hates
One yrw by mall in advance.
One month by inn II
One month by carrier within city limits

Entered

ma woond-clB.- w

vnArr Act of
TXiy

CotigTCMn

nuttier at

of March

$.".00

There are about as many conceptions as to what constitutes a ''good
time" as there are Individuals, but there is one place In New Mexico, not
very far from Albuquerque, where 89 out of every 100 people find what they
are looking for.
That place is the Valley Itanch, at Pecos, New Mexico.
Fresh country produce in abundance, horses to ride or drive, dogs,
guns, traps, tackle, all at your disposal. The finest hunting and fishing In
You can live In a house, a cabin or a tent, and come and
the territory.
go as you please.
You'll find plenty of company there, agreeable and refined. If you are
sociably Inclined, a favorite resort for ladies.
Conditions ideal for recuperating, reading, hunting or loafing.
You CAN'T SPEND MORE THAN NINE DOLLARS A WEEK ANY
WAY YOU FIX IT.
Inquire at The Citizen Office for further particular--- , or address The
Valley Ranch.
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CIT17.EX IS:
Uilly and weekly newspaper of

the Southwest.
Tho advocate of Republican principles and tlio "Squnro Deal."

nio leading

THE AMU Q1EUQI E CTnZEX HAS:
Ttm finest equipped job department
The latest

norts

by Associated

111

lreH

Poultry

Nuts

We have the best variety and finest stock in
the city call and inspect

New Mexico.
and Auxiliary News Service.

"WE GET THE NEWS FIIIST."

"STATEHOOD FOR NEW MEXICO"

SaiCing Over tfte Bcunclfess Waves
Albuquerque Is unlike a whole lot of cities In this dear old world for
which her Inhabitants are duly thankful but she has added to her eccentricities now by owning one of the blgget balloons In the country.
The balloon cost $1200 and trimmings.
It happened this way: When the fair association made a contract with
Joseph Iilondin, aeronaut, to operate a balloon during the big fair it bought
the baJloon for Mm. expecMng to more than pay for It out of the aerial
trips.
It would have made good no doubt only the Inflating apparatus
wouldn't work. Albuquerque had plenty of hot air all kinds of it but this
wm a gas balloon.
On the last days of the fair the big balloon made one
trip filled with city gas and Rio Grande sand for ballast.
Then It returned
r
to earth and likewise to Albuquerque.
fThe question that now confronts the city Is: What will we do with It?
Some of the fair officials want to sell it to Taft, but he is too busy killing
' '
Philippine mules with autos.
Others tbink a good way to utilize the balloon would be to Inflate It
with city gas, load It with ail the knockers In town and set It adrift..
This
worthy plan would be all right except for the fact that it costs $200 to
the balloon and all the knockers In town aren't worth that much' one
way or another.
A staid merchant, who rides a bicycle, suggests that the balloon be
placed In the city park for the small boy to stick pins In, Instead of the
tires of his bicycle wheels.
k
The Citizen hasn't any suggestion to make.
This paper is accustomed
to taking a stand one way or another on every question of vital Importance
to this community.
It Is a duty The Cllzen feels called upon to perform.
But when It cornea to a balloon a great big bag with a wicker basket, settling down amongst u?v Th Citizen is at loss as to Just what course It Is
advisable to pursue.
lAll this paper knows about it is that we've got one
more balloon than we really have any particular use for.
It don't Inconvenience us any and we may eventually be ablo to operate it so as to carry
our good citizens across the mud holes on Central avenue of course, that's
the solution of the thing. fThat'a where The Citizen stands on the matter,
By all means, let's turn the balloon ever to Martin Tiemey, our street com;
mlasloner, for use In case of emergency.
The Citizen was about to' say that
any one really wanting a balloon could have this one, probably on reasonterms,
able
but come to think of it Albuquerque really needs, that balloon
until our new system-o- f canals and lagoons is completed.,, .Anyhow a big
balloon its lota more unique than gondolas or row boats. . Certainly; why
lot? Let us keep the balloon. 'As Aeronaut Blondink said of
the air cur'
rants, "Its' an 111 wind that blows nobody good."
''
'
,
v
z.y
:f
Did you know that In the cities, many of the largest business men are
advertising by means of want ads. The want adi business of the larger paper forms the biggest department In the advertising line, and brings more
results than any other form of advertising, with the exception of the big
department store ads of price lists. Thl Is a bint to the Albuquerque man
or woman who wants something.
.
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Imported English
Walnuts per lb. 20c

New

i
I

IN

F H. STRONG
1

Just See Us Before You Buy

Spring Duck
Geese
Broilers
Young Hens

New California Almonds
per lb. 25c.

Not Going Out of Business

We Meet All Competition!!!
IMMM

ABOUT TOWN
aBWISSIMWMSi
IKnmIh I'IImI for Record.
'
Nov. 11. Relies Romero
Lorenzo Romero 40 yards

to
of 4

land, $12.
Wm. Farr and wife to Chas.
Chesak. lot 3 block 16, Hunlng
Highland addition. $850.

t
New

t(
M M t I i III
Jersey sweet potatoes
at the

Richelieu grocery.
Good sweet Florida oranges on sale
at the Richelieu Grocery
Born, last night to Mr. and Mrs.
H. Gllleyl i. of 1201 South Edith
street, a girl baby.
James H. Knight has been ap
Luna
pointed postmaster at Nutt.
county, vice J. D. Pope, resigned.
The Woodmen Circle will meet at
Odd Fellows' hall tomorrow after
noon at 2:30 o'clock.
There will be a meeting of the
IndeDendent Order of Red Men at
the Red Men's hall Wednesday
Ight.
A. G.

Phillips, Inspector in the
bureau of animal Industry, has re
turned to Albuquerque from Wins- -

low. Ariz.

fXTXTTXTXTXT

We Have
Confidence

BBS

XT.
M

H

All Stoves and Ranges 6 inch Stove Pipe - 6 Inch Stove Pipe Elbows

--

25 per cent discount
-

--

-

-

Tomorrow afternoon at 3 o'clock
there will be a special meeting of
St. John's Guild at the vestry room
f the church.
Regular meeting of Ballut Abayd
Temple this evening at 8 p. m. Visiting Nobles cordially welcomed. By
Hurry Bul- order of the Potentate.
lard, recorder.
Regular meeting
Mineral lodge,
No. 4. K. of P. this evening In Elks'
building. The 3rd rank will be con
ferred, followed by a social time.
All Pythlans Invited.
The engagement . of M. R. Rum
mers of this city, and Miss Mable
Hunt, of Ocean Park, Cal., Is announced.
The wedding Is set for
November 23 at the home of the
bride's mother.
i
Marriage licenses were granted to
day to George E. Mullen and Sadie
Grlce, of Albuquerque, and Frank
Cllharrl, of Albuquerque, and Sll- vestre Torres, of Belen. Ullbarrl and
Miss Torres were married by Justice
Romero In the basement of the court
house after securing their license.
The home of Mr. and Mrs. F. B.
Schwentker, 615 West Roma ave
nue, was visited last night by the
proverbal stork, who took occasion
o leave a little girl.
Mr. Schwent- ker, who Is general agent for the
Pacific Mutual Life Insurance company, was around passing out cigars
today In honor of the event.
The gangs, which were employed
In the local yard
of the Santa Fe
relaying tracks and putting In a new
platform In front of the station
were laid off Saturday. 'The check
of the men
ranged
thirty
frnift
cents to $34 and were paid at the
passenger ticket window. There were
over 200 men in the gangs laid off.
The "Little Johnny Jones" com
pany arrived from El Paso this
mornriig on the early train.
The
players occupied two tourist sleep.
ing tars and there were two bab- gage cars crammed full of scenery.
A man arriving from El Paso this
morning, who witnessed the Saturday afternoon performance
of the
company, says that "Little Johnny
Jones" and his entire company are
artists. The chorus Is large and well
drilled.
As a result of the breaking of a
water main In the northern part of
the city, and the subsequent shut
ting down of the plant while the
break could be repaired, yesterday
morning, a number
of
bath tubs
went unusued anil a large majority
of the people erf the city washed
their faces in water taken sparingly
from the kitchen
The
teakettle.
dearth of water created n greater
panic than the Sunday closing of the
soda fouudtalns.
or-gu-

-

-

--

,.9c Joint

8c Joint

-

Get Our Prices Before Buying

We Accept Checks

McINTOSH HARDWARE CO.

Confident that the
Banks and Trust Companies of the country
at large, and of this

community especially,
are absolutely sound,
the Golden Rule Dry
Goods Co. will accept,
in payment for merchandise, cashier's
checks, local pay-ro- ll
checks, checks signed
by responsible parlies
on banks in this vicinity; also, t a vings bank
books.

awered.
As they stood by the door one
evening after the birds had retreated southward before the cold north
wind, he held her hand a moment
longer and gazed intently Into her
face.
"A penny for your thoughts," she
whispered.
"My thoughts?" he asked, slowly
but tensely. "My thoughts were of
you. I was thinking of that ad. I
read several months ago."
"What about it?" she asked.
"I want my reward," he answered
earnestly.
Now the little plack terrier Is at
home among the beutiful shrubbery
of Fhllmot's suburban home. Neighbors Jones and Jackson eye the dog
and recall his
with astonishment,
master's kindliness months before.

DAILY SHORT STORIES
THE 11EWAHD

Golden Rule
Dry Goods Co.

I

HOSPITAL

street.

Mrs. Crltchlow and her sort
to Albuquerque
Jast June.
ing with the remains for their home

came

Mrs. Crltchlow will leave this evenTltUSUlUe,,

111
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-

$25,-OKI-
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Airs. Nellie Bulger.

Nellie Bulger, aged twenty,
and Mrs. Philip
Springs.
Kan.,
died this morning of tuberculosis at
the St. Joseph sanitarium.
Her
brother will leave this evening with
the body for the home in Baxter
Springs, where the funeral will be
held.
CMrs.

daughter of Mr.
Buler. 'of Barter

Son of Juan Martlnea.
,
The Infant son of Juan Martinez,
418
yesof
North Arno street, died
terday. Burial was made this afternoon at 3 o'clock at Santa Barbara,
.

Thomas Turretta.
Thomas Turret ia, aged sixty-sia
wealthy rancher and stock raiser, of
Feralta, died yesterday at his home
In Feralta. The funeral will be held
Tuesday morning at 9 o'clock at the
Peralta church. Burial will be made
In the Peralta cemetery.
He is survived by five sons und two daughters.
x,

T. H. TImniiimmi.
T. B. Thompson, aged 5S, colored, a carpenter, d:ed Saturday nt the
St. Joseph hospital. He was formerly an extra patrolman on the city
police force. The funeral will be
held tomorrow afternoon at 2 o'clock
at Borders
undertaking
parlors.
Burial will be made In Fairvlew.

TELEGRAPHIC MARKETS

sweet-scente-

Lra-goi.-

one-sixt-

-

-

yelled a little
black dog as he (led from the mia-silof suburbanite Jones and dodged around the corner of neighbor
Jackson, house into Fhilmot'a tidy
Aren't you glad you're not a bee. 'Another one of those bothersome
lawn.
old scientists says: It Is said that bees must take the nectar from 62,000
Aaron Philmot, an eccentric bachelor of 45, was particularly proud
clover blossoms to make one pound of honey.
This means that they must
hl beautiful lawn, and Jones exof
make 1,760,000 trips from the hive to the flowers. And when the price of
pected the little stray dog to meet
honey la taken Into consideration It will readily be seen that the price of
his doom.
bee labor Is too cheap.
Hut Fhilmot was not brutal. As
the frightened canine rushed across
A New York actress raid that a pig was preferable to a millionaire
the lawn and leaped upon the porch,
a peculiar compassion tilled his heart
and, too, a big fat porker auto riding on th seat beside her where a well
and he took the stranger into the "CLAIM
known millionaire formerly sat.
The actress may be right and against she
JUMPERS" AT
4
house.
may not be but at that most actresses prefer to take their pork in chops
N.M.
Albuquerque,
night
kindly
as
bachelor
the
That
and let the millionaire ioot the bill.!
sat beside the hearth and petted his
new found friend, a notice in the
WORK IN HELL
evening paper attracted his atten
(What mollycoddles the Albuquerque boys are getting to be.
ITT'"ITTtTTHITTIITTITl - tion,
They now
read:
it
play basket ball Indoors and dance afterwards Instead of manfully fractur"L(AST, KTRAYED
OR STOLEN iA
ing arms, legs and skulU on the gridiron.
Probably the Albuquerque girls
small black dog with a brown spot
will now devote their time to sewing since the boys usurped their only real
over the left eye. If found advlxe
Same.
and receive reward.
J. L., 121
description'
tallied exactly
The
iProfesor Headlee, of the Kansas Agricultural College, spent two weeks
with the dog he had rescued. "With Hunters
looking for green bugs In Pawnee county.
DIES AT ST. JOSEPHS
Js'o one seems to know why he
Discover Man Dea feeling akin to sorrow, for his
wanted green bugs, but perhaps he could have seen a few If he had only
longed for the affection maniheart
patronized one of Lamed numerous drug stores.
stroying Monuments But
fested by the little fellow, Fhilmot
went to hU desk and wrote in his
frank, bold script:
Kansas City is engaged in a heated debate as to whether or not It
Trespasser Escapes.
J. U. Call at 2906 t,
and you
wants Tom Johnson, Cleveland's
mayor to speak there or not.
may
dog
advertised
in
have
the
this
It is suld on the quiet, that Johnson isn't giving the matter any great
evening's paper as lost.
While a party of hunters from
amount of attention.
"Yours truly,
Uev. E. S. Lyman, of Montreal,
this city were In the vicinity of the
"AARON PHILMOT."
Canada, prominent In undenominafifteen miles
Manzano mountains,
The following day he waa surpris
Chicago has given her telephone system away to a little bunch of spetional circles In thta country and
southeast of the city yesterday, they
misd
morning in ed to receive a
Canada, died Saturday
cial privilege grafters to keep for 20 years at fat prices.
Of course, the
tearing
a
man
down the
noticed
the St. Joseph hospital from an op- sive, addressed by a feminine hand, lundmarks around
alderman will not be affected. They use the Inexpensive frank.
mining
claims,
eration which was performed a week and, opening it, he read, with some which had been ttaked
by prosout
curiosity, the following:
previous.
party.
pectors.
woman
the
of
The
Dear
Albuquerque
"Mr. Aaron Fhilmot, City.
ille passed through
They have raised the price of milk and shaves at Cottonwood Falls,
the man, started after
you please bring, or send w ho first saw
Will
way
Sir
Mexico
on
to
Old
recently
his
to
going
is
(strong
town
similur
neighboring
,
Kan.
take
action
City,
the
'
,h' tmhr
to do missionary work. Two weeks try little terrier io my uddresd? A,,. " ...,,-.,,with flsh hooks and tlck candy ju.-- t to keep even.
ago he was taken sick at the City satisfactory remuneration
for
before she could dl.scover his iden- of Mexico and returned to this city. time and trouble will be made,
I tity.
The monuments were restored
"Vours truly.
He was taken, to St. Jojieph's hosIt Is barely posvlble that a part of that tribe of people recently dls
and the owners of the claims notified
per"JENNE LE SKL'RE."
waa
pital and the operation
covered in Alaska Is composed of Individuals from different sections of the
allege- - "claim jumping"
of
the
with mingled feeling of trepidaformed which later resulted In his
country who have "mysteriously disappeared.
tion and anticipation,
Fhilmot set
death.
Key. Lyman was a graduate of out on
his errand the following
A Kansas woman was accidentally shot In the head and killed while
Yale, unmarried and aged 66 years evening, Just as the twilight shades
knellng by a cook stove, which gnes to show that the worst dou't always
Reside hiin, secured BERNALILLO
Services will bo held Tuesday morn were falling.
COUNTY
ing at 10 o'clock at Borders under- by a small rope, trudged the terhappen while kneeling at the altar.
taking parlors
under the direction rier.
As it was quite a long distance,
of the North Fourth street (lospel
Cigars six inches in length are sold In the Philippines.
With one of
DISTR'CT COURT
heart had
Mission with which he was Identi however, his lluttering
thes in I'ncle Joe Cannon's mouth at the usual angle he should easily carry
fied. Hurlul will be made at Fair somewhat regained Its composure by
d Blxt' ward for president.
correct
the
the time he reached
view.
t,
and he noted the
number on
suit today
Joe t Morello tiled
surroundings us ho sauntered up the
Thus far no reports have been received, from Richard Pearson Hobson
Joseph Kuhn to recover $339
brick walk that led to the house. agalns-or Richard Harding Davis on the manner In which the I'te Indian uprising
BURGLARS ATTEMPT
a
on
are
Both
note.
Uailup.
from
a,
well
was
back
set
It
amall houe
should have been settled.
Ijr. D- H. Carius occupied the
in the yard, and the giant oaks cast
In
today
the trial of Joseph
gloom about it. However, a soft, stand
DAYLIGHT ROBBERY amellow
A Colorado man killed himself to get away from his wife and fho at
tho Southwestern
light from within promised Schmidt against
)
Brewery and Ice company for
Friends of the couple are now wondering
once committed suicide abo.
a cheerful interior.
damages for injurie
received
He rang the door bell and listenwhich one won out.
employ
company.
Burglars broke min tho grocery ed. In an instant
in
while
the
of the
someone
he
store of M. .lragoie.
when
30 North walking, and a lady,heard
opening the Dr. Carnos attended Schmidt
Jim Hill says the recent financial flurry comes from people hoarding
pronii-e- s
injured.
The
ilroadwuy,
in broad daylight yester
to drag
trial
mldwas
She
door,
enter.
bado
him
their monev. Possibly borne of them were hoarding It so they could con
day morning, but were frightened lle aged, but her luxuriant brown over several days In the district
away before they had time to take hair had not the Slightest tinge of court.
trol a few railroads.
J. D. Emmons was granted a disnnylhltig. An attempt was also made gray. Her face waa fair and full,
v
charge in bankruptcy this morning
to enter the residence of Mr.
h
cents each In Albuquerque
eyes brown, and withIf fresh eggs sell at five and
large
her
and
KidHeart,
When
or
Judge Abbott.
by
the
Stomach,
tore.
which adjoins the
which they do. how muny cackles will It take to inuku the average rancher ney nerves get weak, then thee
she charmed the bachelor of 45
U. F. Hill, of flallup, was granted
Entrance was gained to the gro- al
schoolboy.
were
though
a
as
he
a millionaire?
always fall. Lmit't drug the cery store through a rear window.
"1 have returned thu terrier," he a temporary license lo practice law
stomach, nor stimulate the Heart or The sjoreeti was removed and the
in the Second Judicial district court
as he entered.
Wall street's financial stringency doesn't appear to have affected tho Kldnejx. That ia simply a make- Klass broken in the window. The said,
morning. Mr. Hall has been re"oh, I am so glad," she answered tills
tained in several McKinley county
price of Rio Urande alfalfa in the leust. for which ue are all duly thankful shift (let a prescription known to window opened to u rear room of the sweetly.
me
death
"He
from
saved
'a
every
Iirugglsu
Dr. Shoop'n store and the door to the store was
wheru
was killed cases coming up 111 the district court.
the time my husband
the at
The Restorative U pre- linked.
The burglars entered
To Restorative.
1 am very much
The club women of Topeka are cooking without the use of fire,
ago,
years
and
three
pared expressly for there weak in- rar room, but It lit believed wer
to him."
ptka Is a good town for attorneys who make a specialty of divorces.
side nerves. Strengthen these nerves, frighteml away before they had time utaehed conversation
then drifted to
The
build them up with lr. Shuop's Re- t. break inlo the store.
tragedy and from, there to curThe government ia going to try and make the I'te Indian work. Th storative tablets or liquid and see
A screen was removed
from a the
aware of It,
was
topics.
rent
Ere
he
how quickly help will come.
Free back window of Mr. Dragole's home
bst way will be to put him on a foot ball team or the war path.
sample test sent on request ,by lr. and an attempt made to raise the two hours gohad flown and yet ho was
1om-- i
M. Criuiilow:
. But the mantel clock
to
Sboop, Kacine, Wis.
Your health window, but the intruders were loath warning,
The report that a western furmer sold his wheat crop for $70,000
Joseph M. Crltchlow, Jr., aged 24,
an effort h
kept
with
and
Sold
is
surely
simple
the
by
away
frightened
of
worth
members
tills
lest.
enough to turn the, heads of some of the headliners In vaudeville.
son of Mr. and
Mrs. Joseph M.
arose.
by all dealers.
family.
Pa., died
"Come again. Mr. Phllmot," she Crltchlow, of Titusvllle,
0
at the
yesterday
of tuberculosis
When a Kansas druggist ay a medicine is good for the liver he Is al
Buhner I be for Tint Cittern and re
Sptscrlbe for Th Cltlnen and get said with a most bewitching smile.
High
anon
South
of
may,"
I
hi
he
if
home
mother
pleasure,
"With
way sure to make a sale.
the new.
,
Kansas Is a prohibition state.
...
. JlLniLAI the news.
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Furniture, Crockery, Rugs,
House Furnishing Goods

Smyrna Imports Turkish
Figs per lb. 25c

Turkeys

.

1

Albuquerque, X. M.,

only Illustrated dally newspaper In Xcw Mexico ami the
tlM! Southwest.
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S, 1879.
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NOVKMBEK 11.

MOMllAV,

LOOKING FOR A GOOD TIME?

50

vertising medium of

THE AI.lll Ql K.nQlT;

CITIZEN,

Xw York Metal MnrkVC
New York, Nov. 11. Lead weak,

134tt;

$4.45)4.50; copper weak,
silver 68 'sc.

Xew York Money MurkW.
New Vork, Nov. li. r'rirne mercantile paper nominally 7 m 10 per
cent; money on cull demand, 7 013
per cent; ruling rate 12 per cent.

lil(iigo I'roduiv Market.
Chicago, Nov. 11. i 'losing:
Wheat Dee. 94 ; May lu3.
Corn Dec. 5 7 i, tv Vi May 61.

oats

Pork
Lard

Atchison

Dec.

47';

May

COfi)'.
3.6'i.

Jan. 113.2".; May

J. in. JS.15;

May

New York stocks.

Preferred ..

. .

New York Central

Pennsylvania,
Southern Pacific
I'nlon Pacific
Amalgamated Copper

1

J 7.3 7 '.B

.

"rJ'V

K3'i
110

SV

113,
4s1

S. S
23'4
S47
ll'ref erred
Chicago Livestock.
Chicago, Nov. 11. Cattle receipts,
3.VUUU.
Market lac lower.
Ueewa
$3,4056.90; calves $5.50 (, 7.50; Tex- we;terus
nns $3.35 4.10;
t3..'""i
2.30'ij),
5.35; stockers and
feeders
4.45.
Sheep receipts 35, nun. Market we'ikr
to ten cents lower. Westerns $2.0'u
l
5.20; yearlings
$5.Mti 5,5;
4.254 7.00; westerns $4.25 to 6.S5.
KaiiKiiH) City IJvesfeH-k- .
KiMisas City,
Nov. 11. Cuttle receipts 11.000.
slow. Southern
steers $2.80 Q 4.00; southern cowl
$ 1.75 iv 3 on;
siockers and feert-- r
4.50; bulls $2,001( 3.50; calves
$3.40'u:
$3.U0'n 6.25; western steers
4.60; western cows $1.00 Jr 3.75.
Sheep receipts 9,000. Market 10c
lan.bs
lower. Muttons $4.25W4.&5;
$5,004! 6.10; ranie wether
5.10; fed ewes 3.50'4.6O.
Spbscrlbe tor The Citizen an! get
the news.
V.

'

u-i-
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CLUB HOUSE
GOODS WILL

SUIT

H

H

Seven Show Windows

of

P!

Keeping slop with the most progressive Irnir House of the
Country, wo ore carrying a complete lino of goods unliable
Brilliant Cut Glass,
Holiday, Wedding, and AnnlTorsnry Gifts.
llalnty Hand Fainted Chlnn, Rich ICntlter Goods, Ihiinty
In Cut Glaa Bottles, Toilet Not, Shaving hots, Toilet Waters,
llruslies, Mirrors ami Toilet Artlrlrs In single pieces op seta. Bundling these goods In larger quantities we are able to meet any

fr

Per-fum-

es

com-lieUtio- n.

JT.

N

rt. Our PreTlptlon and Prog- Departments
of export registered plmrninolsu.

J.

always In charge

H. O'RIELLY CO.

suit yon exactly. Yon
will find them the best
The Busiest Drug House Between Denver and Los Angeles
yoxs ever used. Club h
000OsK)00000K0J
House customers never 3
certificate or comiwiuson. erwlse.
change.
Enter into, make, perform and
)

SPECIAL
week

o

Nw

of

Mexico,

Ottice of the Secretary.
I, Nathan Jaffa, secretary of the
territory of New Mexico, do hereby
certify that there was filed for recr
ord In this otllce at nine o'clock a,
m., on the fifth day of November, A.
1907,

n

i I.Articles

A. J. MALOYf
274 Central Avenue

E

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

HOME-MAD-

Territory

a

Fresh Dairy Butter twice
4 from Matthew't icney farm.
3
3

HOLIDAY
GOODS
Keep Watch Our

:

Club House Goods will
R

ooooooaooottoooo

)

E

of Incorporation of Pyo &
KtiMiiian,
(No. 5220.);
and also, that I have compared the
following copy of the game, with the
original thereof now on file, and declare it to be a correct transcript
therefrom Hnd of the whole thereof.
my
hand and the
Given under
great seal of the territory of New
.Mexico, at the city of Santa Fe, the
capital, on this 5th day of November, A. I). llttli.
NATHAN JAFFA.
Secretary of New Mexico.
Dye & Kuw num. lueoritomicd, Ccr- titleute of DicoriMrtiitiO'ii.
I - We,
the undersigned, in order to
foi m a corporation for the purpose
i hereinafter stated,
under and pursuant to the provisions of an act of
the legislative assembly of the ter-- j
ritory of New Mexico, entitled: , "An
Act to regulate- - the formation and
government of Corporations for Mining. Manufacturing,
Industrial and
other Pursuits,' 'approved March 15,
lt)5, do hereby certify as follows:
Name.
I. The corporate name Is Dye &
Kaseman, Incorporated.
v
)

PICCALILLI
and TOMATO SOY
with your meals
at the

l

Columbus
Motel

OHicc.

IlfK'lMtoml

French
Bakery
Bread and Gakes
ARE GETTING FAMOUS

That's the Kind Your
Mother Was
Trying to Make
&

Edwards

Nickel

and Decorations

Work well done no delay
At prices you can surely pay.
State your plan and he will fit It
And you'll be glad that

"STACY DID IT
Phone

741.

II. The registered olltce of the
corporation la No. 504 West Central
avenue, Albuquerque. New Mexico,
and Isaiah A. Dye is designated as
the statutory agent therein. In charge
thereof, and upon whom process
may be
against
the corporation
served.
Principal Objects.
objects for
III. The principal
which the corporation Is established
are primarily:
To acquire and take over a.s a going concern the business now carried on in the city of Albuquerque
under the style or firm of Dye &
Kaseman.
To purchase, manufacture or otherwise acquire, own, sell, assign, or
otherwise transfer and convey, trade,
deal in and with goods, wares, merof every
chandise and property
class, variety and description.
To purchaseown, hold, lease, sell,
mortgage, convey, and otherwise dispose of, timber lands; to manufacture, buy, sell, deal In and deal
with, lumber and the products and
thereof; to build, maintain, repair, operate, and acquire by
purchase or otherwise, saw mlllB.
To purchase, lease, hire, or otherwise acquire real and personat property, improved and unimproved, of
every kind and description, and to
sell, dispose, of, lease, convey, and
mortgage said property, or any part
thereof.
Subsidiary Purposes and Powers.
10 anu 111 tiumci.- VS suusiuiury
tlon with the foregoing, from time
to time, the corporation may:
purchase or otherManufacture,
wise acquire goods, wares, merchandise and personal property of every
class and description, and hold, own,
mortgage, sell or otherwise dispose
of. trade, deal in and deal with the
same.
Acquire and undertake the goodNo. of
franchises,
rights.
will, property,
Name.
Amt.
Shares.
contracts and assets of every man- Clark M. Moore
10
fl.uuO
ner and kind, and the liabilities of Louis H. Itapp
10
1,000
any person, firm, association or cor- Win. Ii. Chllders....
10
1,000
poration, either wholly or in part,
and pay for the same in cash, stock
Total
$3,000
or bonils of the corporation, or oth- The postottlce address of each of
the Incorporators Is No. 504 West
Albuquerque New
Central avenue,

CITIZEU.

tion and payment and the amount
of each dividend on Ihe stock, to
determine and direct!, the u.e and
disposition of any surplus or net
profits, and to authorise nnd cause
to be executed mortgages and liens
upon the real and personal property
of the corporation.
provided always that a majority of the whole
board concur therein.
Pursuant to the affirmative vote
of the holders of a majority of the
stock Issued and outstanding, at a
meeting duly convenstockholders
ed, to sell, assign, transfer or otherwise dispose of the property. Including the franchises of the corporation as an entirety, provided always that a majority of the whole
board concur therein.
To appoint additional officers of
Including one or
the corporation,
more vice presidents, one or more
assistant treasurers, and one or more
assistant secretaries; and, to the extent provided In the
the
persons so appointed shall have and
may exercise all the powers of the
president, of the treasurer and of
the secretary respectively, provided,
however, that all vice presidents
shall be chosen from the directors.
Ry a resolution rassed by a majority vote of the whole board, under
suitable provision of the bylaws to
designate two or more of their number to constitute an executive committee, which committee shall, for
the time being, as provided In said
resolution, or In the.
have
arid exercise any or all the powers
of the board
of directors, which
may be lawfully delegated, in the
management of the business and affairs of the corporation, and shall
have power to authorize the seal of
the corporation to be affixed to all
rapers which may require it.
The board of directors and the
executive committee shall, except a.s
by
law, have
otherwise provided
power to act In the following manner, via.: a resolution
In
writing,
signed as affirmatively, approved by
all the members of the board of directors or by all the members of the
executive or other committee, and
thereafter with original or with duplicated signatures Inserted in the
recorded minutes and properly dated, shall be deemed to be action by
such board or such committee, as
the case may be, to the extent therein expressed, with the same force
and effect as If the same had been
duly passed by the same vote at a
regularly convened meeting.
Suibject to the foregoing provisions
may prescribe the numthe
ber of directors
to,
a
constitute
quorum at their meetlnig, and such
number may be less than a majority of the whole number.
The corporation reserves the right
to amend, alter, change or repeal
any provision contained In this certificate In the manner now or hereafter prescribed by -- statute for the
amendment of the certificate of incorporation.
In witness whereof, we have hereunto set our hands and seals this
fourth day of November, 1907.
OliA RK M. MOORE,
(I.. 8.)
.

s,

PAGE FIVE. J

to me that they executed the same
as their free act and deed.
Witness my hand and thd official
sent the day and year
last above
written.
THOS. K. D. MA DDI SOX,
(Seal)
Notary Public.
Kndorsed: No. 6221, Cor. Rec'd.
Vol, 6, lage SOS. Dye A Kaseman,
Incorporated. Certificate of
of .Stockholders.
Filed In office of Secretary of New
ty

Mexico Nov, 6. 1907,

9

a. m.

NATHAN JAFFA,
Secretary,
Compared O. to M.
Territory of New Mexico,
CounJy of Bernalillo. vs.
An instrument of which thl Is a
copy was filed for record on the 6th
day of November, 1907, at 9:10
o'clock, a. m.
Recorded In Vol. B Misc. of Rec.
ords of said county, folio
A. E. WALKER.
,
Recorder.

GOLD

For the Man of the House
Nothing is more Popular now than a

Chiffonier or a Bachelor's Wardrobe
c slnw ttirm In nil grades, Ami
newest patterns, ami all desirable
llitlshcs. 1 "rices all tiro
i from

TO

$10.00

!

DENVER TO BE

s,

by-la-

inn.s

n.

rapp,

325 South 2nd St.

00Cs0000CsCO0CO

75.00

to

ALBERT FABER

COINED
Metal Was Encased In Kegs
and Went as Any Other

308-3- 1

0 CENTRAL AVENUE

Piece of Express.

wiiiiiiimmiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiir.Tiiixa

It has Just leaked out that several
kegs of gold bullion were shipped
from Albuquerque to Denver last
week. The exact number of kegs
In the shipment Is not known. Nelthr
er Is It known what the value of the
gold in them was. Some say that the
number was thirteen and others say
that it was only threp.
The kegs were of oiled oak and
the size of a gallon measure. They
were hauled to the office of the
Wells-Farg- o
Express company In an
ordinary express wagon apparently
without guard and were taken from
the express to the train on a baggage truck the same as any ordinary
piece of exprei-s- . There was no mark
on the kegs to indicate their

Arrangements Completed for Handling

eon-tent-

s.

There was.
number on the end
of each keg. That the shipment was
consigned to Denver , is not known
to be a fact, but It Is believed That
the gold was going to the United
Ktatcs mint there and Is there rioy
being coined. When the coining Is
finished, the gold will be shipped
buck to Albuquerque.

FRESH MEAT
In Connection with the former

GROCERY BUSINESS
EVERYTHING-BOT- H

LINES-BE-

LOMMORI
82S SOUTH
X

:

QUALITY

ST

CO.

&

SKOOXD.

PIIOXE

71.

I IIXXIXIXXXXXIXXXXIIXTIX HXXX1XXXXXXZTXIXXXXXXXXXXX
WE FTLL
PAESCR1PIIQNS

RIGHT

si

B. RUPPE
203

WEST RAILROAD AVENUE KEXT TO BANK OF
CQUUERCL.

At Consistent
Prices

j

J

PROMINENT GALLUP

s.)

THE
WILLIAM B. CHTLDERS. (L. H.)
Territory of New Mexico, County of
Bernalillo ss.
On this fourth day of November,
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
A. D. 107. before me' personally appeared Clark M. Moore, Louis It.
Itapp and Wm. B. Chllders, to me
Lumber, Glass, Cement and Rex Flintkota Roolinj known to he the persons described
In and who executed the foregoing
Instrument, and acknowledged that
Albtfqoerqtfe, New Mexico
With Violation or First and Marquette
they executed the same as their free Charged
" l'
act and deed.
;
Contract to Sell
In witness wheree," J have hereunto set my hand and affixed mv
an a year first
ofnelai seal the
Property.
r
If Your Eyes Trouble You
above written.
THUS. K. D. JtTADDIPON,
(SEAL
Notary Public.
William II. Morris, of Gallup, filed
No. 6220. Cor. Hec'd.
Endorsed:
'
AMERICAN BLOCK.
Vol. 5, Page DOS. Dye & Kaseman, suit today against William F.
,
Kuchenbeck-erF.
CK1UULLOS
and
Louis
LOIP.
Incorporated.
Under (he laws of
of Gallup, In the Kecond Judicial
New Mexico. Charter.
damages
court
$500
district
for
for
Filed In office of secretary of New alleged failure to carry out a deal in
Mexico Nov. 5, 1907, 9 a., m.
real estate, which Morris asserts they
. NATHAN JAFFA.
Furnace,
promised to consummate with him'.
Secretary.
Mixed,
According to the complaint
the
Compared O. To M.
Nut.
agreed to sell a piece of
Territory of New Mexico, County of defendants
GAS
CLEAX
COKE.
property fronting 100 feet on Aztec
Bernalillo ss.
COAL.
SMITHING
on
90
side
avenue
the west
and
feet
An Instrument of which this Is a
NATIVE KIXDLIXG.
Third street In tiailup to Morris
copy was filed for record on the of
FOIl CASH ONLY.
says
$3,000.
for
Morris
the com6th day of Nov., 1907, at 9:10 o'clock plaint that the agreement In was
made
a. m.
October 2.
Recorded In Vol. B. Misc., of Rec- ondie
12 the
on
The Central Avenue Optician.
October
that
afserts
.
ords of said county, folio
property
defendants sold the
to
A. E. WALKER.
TELEPHONE 91.
Peter Kitchen for fS.SOO. Hs asks Kvcry pair of Eye Olusse anil Spec-tarle- tt
Recorder.
for $500 damages with Interest and
fitted Guaranteed
the costs of suit.
Absolutely Correct.
CKUTll'ICATIS OF tXl PAltlSOV
GO.
AT VANOWH.
Ill W. CENTRAL
452 for Appointment.
Itione
Territory of New Mexico, Office of
the Secretary.
FIVE MOURNERS BEFORE
I, Nathan Jaffa, Secretary of the
Territory of New Mexico, do 4iereby
certify that there was tiled for recMexico.
in this office at 9 o'clock, a. nr.,
imitation on Ktockliolilcrs' Power ord
JUDGE CRAIG'S
on the fifth day of November, A. I).
to Examine Stock and Traiw-fo- r
1907,
Galvanized Cornices, Sky
1 looks.
,
VI.
The corporation shall keep Certificate of Non-1- lability of Stock-ltolilof
Lights, Stock
at Its registered office In this terriDye & Khhciiiiiii, liiconiontlcil,
tory the transfer books, in which
(No.
521.);
and Stnrairo
regthe transfers of stock shall be
aho, that I have compared the
istered, and the stock books, which and
TlrAte
i
copy
same,
following
of
the
with
the
shall contain the names and ad- original thereof now on file, and deuna., llnl
ii u l
Antonio Rusto, a dishwasher in a
dresses of the stockholders and the clare It to be a correct transcript
4ir
Furnaces,
In
hotel,
who
lives
Uarelas,
relocal
number of shares held by them
and of the whole thereof. was brought
spectively, which shall at all times therefrom
before Police Judge
Jiven under my hand and the Craig this morning
Tin Roofing,
to explain
his
during the usual hours for business (Jreat
Territory
New
the
of
Seal
of
possession of a bicycle which Jacob
be open to the Inspection of a stock- Mexico,
City
of Santa Fe, the H. Myers, rrf H. Benjamin & Co., asthe
Guttering, etc.
holder In person with respect to his capital, at
on this 5th day of Novemserted was stolen from him several
Interest as such stockholder, or for ber, A. U.
190 7.
General Jobbing
a purpose germane to his status as (Seal)
months ago.
NATHAN JAFFA.
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Secretary
of New Mexico.
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at
and
registered
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corporathe
of the
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his property
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tion in charge of such
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and
of stock- and caused the "arrest of Rusto. In ALL WOMEN WILL
having the custody of said books; Certificate of
holder.
he bought
court Busto testified
but the registered agent may refuse This is to certify
VOTE THIS FALL
that the utxler--igne- the frame of the wheelthat
from a small
any stockholder to
permission
to
Inof
being
original
all
the
boy for fifty cents
and put the that we are making the most apexamine the same (except as to the corporators who
have filed the Cer- wheels In it himself.
entries Affecting the shares owned tificate of Incorporation
petizing, delicious and nourishing
of this comJudge Craig told him of the dan- breadstuff
by such stockholder) unless and una Reliable Dentist
that It is possible to Consult
lye &. Kaseman, In- gers
of buylmg bicycles and other make from the choicest Hour and
til salistied that such examination pany,
thereby
associating articles for such unusually small
arid the information to be acquired corporated,
Cloud
bread
of tho bakers art.
into a corporation, under sums
coats of the skill
assessed
thereby are for a legitimate purpose themselves
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Gold Crowns
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by anyone.
be
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can't
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termination of the registered agent tion and government of corporations
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on
Craig
Judge
of
a
Police
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shull be llnal, conclusive and bind for mining, manufacturing.
Industhe peace charge brought by Henry
ing upon all stockholders and all trial and other pursuits,"
111 West
of
persons claiming under such stock- March la, inc."., for und onapproved Yaitow, pawnbroker
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Yanow says he
holders.
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AN TEED.
of the nisclve."'. ail other stock holders Railroadto avenue.
give
amount
Iay
the
licjriilulions
Directors.
who may bi c one associated
with wanted on a suit case whereupon heIt
VII. In furtherance and not in them, and sai l corporation, do here- is alleged Lay called Yanow
limitation of the powers conferred by declare that tliere shall be no name. Lay was found guiltya vile
and
by statute, the
stockholders liability on account of fined $10. which he paid.
hird of directors any
are expressly authorized:
stock lucd by said corporation,
Days
I'julr.
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Drunks
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To hold their meetings, to have and that all Mo.'khoMers of said corDouglass
Kd.
Joe Pollock anil
one or more offices, and to keep the poration x hit
be exempt from
all
each fined $10 for d runkenness
hooks or the corporation within or. liability on accouilt of uny stock is- were
Stands For
disorderly
conduct and in deexcept as otherwise
by sued to or held by them, except such and
provided
fault of payment were placed in the
statute, without the territory of New liability for the amount of capital city
IRS. COI'P and FETTT
Jail for 10 days. Kalvadore
Mexico, at such places as may, from certified to have been actually paid
ROOM 12. V. T. AHMIJO BI.Dfi.
and Fred Elliott were senat the lime of
time to time, be destgnated by them. in property or iii-to ten days in the city Jail
To determine, from time to time. the commencement of business, a.s tenced
Are you going to install one for
whelher,
and, if allowed, under provided for and in accordance with for vagrancy.
A WARM PROPOSITION
what conditions and regulations the Seition 23 of sai l Act of the Lenis-laliv- e
No stringency In the money marnext year's business?
Assembly under which this
accounts and bonks of the corporaBuilding
ket with the
in
line.
get
Better
tion shall be open to the Inspection Incorporation U organized.
Money
Association.
to
These cold mornings and evenings
IX
WHEREOF,
the and Iian
WrrXESrt
of the stockholders, and the stock
on monthly payments.
Room
rerumd us of warm underwear,
A'l sizes and kinds made by
holders rights in this respect are raid Incorporators have hereunto set S,loan
Arrnljo
building.
T.
N.
blajikets, and guilts.
We have got
and shall be restricted or limited ac their hands and seals on this the
them. Hefore you buy call and comcordingly, and no stockholder shall 4th day of November, A. D. 1907.
S. LITHGOvV
H.
you want anything on earth, yoi
If
pare
quality
price.
fSeal)
and
MOOHE,
M.
have any right to inspect any ac CLARK
can get It through
the want columns
(Seul.) of
A good fleece ribbed garment for
count or book or document of the WILLIAM IJ. CH1LDER.S
The Evening- - Cltlzeu. We get retSenl ) sults.
women at 25c, other 60c to $1.25.
corporation, except as conferred by LOUlrf R. RAPP,
A
Mexico,
good fleece ribbed garment for men
P. MATTEUCCI
statute or authorized by the board Territory of New
o
County of Bernalillo ss.
Sic, others 50c to $1.25. Children's
of directors or by a resolution of the
DeWltt's Kidney and Bladder Pills
underwear
40c, as to size.
day
November,
of
On
this fourth
stockholders.
relieve backache, weak kidneys, and SHOE
STORE AND REPAIRS RlankeU SOo15cto to $10.
Quilts $1 to
To make, alter, amend and re- A. I). 1907, before me personally apSold
Inflammation of the bladder.
$3.(0.
Louis. B. by J 11. O'Rftlly.
peared Clark M. Moore,
of the corporascind the
me
o
tion, to fix, determine, from time to Rapp and William B. Chllders to
time and vary the amount to be re known to be the persons described A WANT AD Coat nut a few cents
CASH BUYERS' UNIO.
but a few lines in The Citizen will
served as working capital, to de In and who executed the foregoing
105
bring you what you want.
122 North Second
termine the times for the declara instrument and they acknowledged
(L,.

Albuquerque Lumber Co.

.

.

COAL

'

Kuch-enbeek-
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ANTHRACITE

i.

202 East Central

Sips

,

carry out contracts of every kind,
and for any lawful purpose with any
person, firm, association or corpora..
.
tion.
Issue bonds, debentures or obligations of the corporation, and at
the option of the corporation, to secure the same by mortgage, pledge,
deed of trust or otherwise.
Acquire, hold, use,
sell, assign,
lease, grant licenses In respect of,
mortgage, or otherwise dispose of
letters patent of the United States
or any foreign country', patents, patent rights, licenses and privileges,
Inventions, Improvements and processes, trade-mark- s
and trade names,
relating to or useful In connection
with any business of the corporation.
Hold, purchase or otherwise acquire, sell, assign, transfer, mortgage, pledge r otherwise dispose of
shures nT"" the caplt-a- l stock and
bonds, debentures or other evidences
of indebtedness created
by
other
corporation
or corporations,
and
while the holder thereof, exercise all
rights
the
and privileges of ownership. Including the right to vote
thereon.
Purchase, hold and
the
shares of its capital stock, its bonds
or other securities.
Remunerate any person or corporation for services rendered, or
to be rendered, In placing or assisting to place or guaranteeing the
placing or underwriting of any of
the shares of stock of the corporation, or any debentures, bonds or
other securities of the corporation,
or in or about the formation or
promotion of the corporation, or in
the conduct of its business.
With a view to the working and
development
of
the properties of
the corporation,
and to effectuate,
directly or Indirectly, its objects and
purposes, or any of them, the corporation may, In the discretion of
the directors,
from time to time,
carry on any other lawful business,
manufacturing or otherwise, to any
extent and in any manner not unlawful.
may conduct
The corporation
business In the territory of New
Mexico and elsewhere, including any
of the states, territories, colonies or
dependencies of the United States,
the District of Columbia, and any
and all foreign countries, have one
or more offices therein, and therein
to hold, purchase,
mortgage
and
convey real and. personal property,
except as and when forbidden by local lawa.
1 41
The foregoing
clauses' shall be
Construed both as objects and powers, but no recitation, expression er
declaration "of spBclnci- - or special
powers or purposes herein enumerated shall (be deemed to be exclusive, but It Is hereby expressly declared that all other lawful powers
not Inconsistent therewith .are hereby included.
Capital Authorized.
The corporation Is. authorlz- IV.
,
i,i ,..i. .u
tent of one hundred thousand A,
lars ($100,000.00), divided Into on
thousand shares of the par value of
one hundred dollars each.
Capital Subscribed.
V. The capital stock with which
the corporation will commence business Is subscribed by the incorporators as follows:
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The Home Restaurant

Consult

Dr. C. H. Carnes

WOOD

W. H, liAllfl &

C. F. Allen

.

207 West Gold Avenue
Large, Well Lighted Room
Prompt, Courteous Service
Muiic While You Eat
Patronized by the Best People
Number One Meals
-

$25.00
$6. 50

-

-

-

Per Month
Per Week

Hreakfast ; - .
Dinner and Supper

25c
35c

Dinner
Supper

-

-

d,

-

-

ISreakfast

305 West Gold

ty

-

1

6

to 9

2

to

2

5:30 to 7:30

MRS. M. F. MYERS. Proprietress

to-w-

$8

Pioneer Bakery,

id
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ELKS'

OPERA

HOUSE

1

lo

Friday, November 15th.
holuse7cooley

PRESENTS AMERICA'S GREATEST PLAY
By

ARIZONA

Augustus Thomas

New York Academy of

Music Production

75c $1.00, $1.50
Prices Matson's
Wednesday

Seats on sale at

at 8 o'clock.

by-la-

ILv

L

Loose Leaf Ledger

Green Front
North First Street!

--

M,BUQUERQOT3

PACK SIX.
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C'KIITII-'IC.XTOl' COMPAUISOV.
Territory of New Mexico,
office of the Secretary.
I. Nathan JalTa, Secretary of the
Territory of New Mexico, do hereby certify that there was filed for
record In this office at nine o'clock
a. m., on the 29th day of October

SCENE IN "LITTLE JOHNNY JONES"

A.

I). 1907.

Art hi, m of liHMrjximllnn

llalin

(No.

New-Mexic-

't

a

g

r"""

v

i

A

Cohan
said to have displayed much
originality In the development of his
story and has given to the stage
probably the most sensational features ever witnessed In musical comedy. For the proper presentation of
the play three massive and gorgeous
stage settings are necessary, which
for naturalness and realism are said
to equal any of the most pretentious
dramatic productions.
At the. Elks' opera house tonight.

--

H
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OF
"LITTLE

PiNONS

JOlNYulES"
BILL FOR

New York Syndicate Agent
wants New Mexico's Fav-orlt- e
Delicacy.
East Las Ve&as, N. M., Nov. 11.
(SMH'bu.)
to be
is
New Mexico
awakened to the fact that It has
within Its borders a product of unpossibilities.
dreamed commercial
The plnon has been not only the
luxury
of
and
the
for
lesrt year., and at times natives
many
their only
food supply, but it has been enjoyed
by countless tourists as they have
wandered over the mesa and walkthrough the Indian villages.
Hut it has been left to a company
of New York commission men to
take up the matter of exploiting the
llltte nut and introducing it to the
plcurean east as a delicacy which
they have long been denied.
!H. Goldstlne. of 102 Melrose ftreet
Brooklyn, is Interviewing the whole-sal- e
men of this city and of other
towns in the territory looking toward the purchase of, not pounds,
but carload lots of New Mexico's Indigenous nut. He wants ten car loads
if he can get tnem.
Mr. Goldstlne says thut while' the
east l. not educated yet to the large
use of the nut it is the purpose of
his syndicate to introduce it to the
Is yet

tk

another

field, not on
this continent, which Is a close rival
of New Mexico for the trade in
ptnons. 441brla. furnishes the plnon
but the nut is not so large or smooth
as the New Mexico product. A goodly
annual consignment, however, is

shipped from that far away country.
New Mexico
could furnish the
market ten million pounds of nuts
annually, and the crop scarcely ever
fails. It grows where nothing else
can live and It does very well without irrigation, but what would be its
possibilities if it was really cultivated.
It Is too late this winter to do much
with reaping me practically unknown
harvest, but if somebody would
awake to the opportunity the territory could market $500,000
worth
of nuts next year.

D. 1907.

NATHAN JAFFA.
Secretary of New Mexico.
Certificate of
of W. II.
Ilahn
niti).that V. H.
Notice I? hereby given
Hahn. O. A. Kaseman and H. O.
Hullurd, nil of Albuquerque. In the
county of Bernalillo, and Territory
of New Mexico,
have associated
themselves together under the provisions of an act of the legislative
assembly of the Territory of New
entitled: "An Act to Regulate the Formation and Government
of Corporations for Mining. Manufacturing, Industrial and other Pursuits." Approved March 15th, 1905.
Ant' In pursuance of the requirements of said net do hereby declare:
That the name of the corporation
sjhall be, W. H. Hahn Company.
II.
The location of the principal office and business of the said corpora
tion snail oe at rso. iu Kast Central avenue. Albuquerque, and W. H.
Hahn Is the name of the agent In
charge of said office upon whom
process may be served,
III.
The objects for which said corpo-rotlo- n
is formed are, to engage in,
and carry on, within the Territory
of New Mexico and elsewhere, including other states and territories,
and foreign countries, the buslnes
of mining, producing, buying and
selling coal, and the manufacture
of lime, and brick, and buying and
selling the same as well as the buying and selling of building material
of all kinds, and, generally
for
handling, dealing in, buying and selling, at wholesale and
retail,
all
kinds and classes of fuel and construction material, and to own and
acquire mining lands, timber lands,
lime?
quarries,
lime kilns. und
estate of whatever
other
real
or
nature
necessary
kind
or
to
convenient'
the execution
of
the powers
purposes
and
for
which the said corporation Is formed, whether such real estate be situated In the Territory of New Mexico or elsewhere, and to carry on
and conduct, own and operate, coal
mines, lime quarries, lime kilns, saw
mills, brick making plants, and all
machinery and appliances In connection with the manufacture and
production of coal, lime, brick, building material, wood and fuel of all
kinds, and to lease, buy and sell,
and otherwise acquire and dispose
of, as the necessities of the said corporation may require, all kinds and
classes of property
hereinbefore
enumerated, and all other kinds and
classes of property necessary or requisite to the exigencies of the busl-neof the said corporation, to borrow money and to execute Its notes
or other evidence of Indebtedness
therefor, and also to own, hold, buy,
sell and acquire, stocks of other industrial, financial,
mining. manufacturing and other corporations,
and to dispose of the same at pleasure, as well as to do all other acts
and things necessary and convenient
for the exercise of the powers of the
corporation under the provisions of
the act under which the said corpo- lmti-Mratlo-

BUY
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f Dblic.
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of W. II.

and also, that
have compared the
following copy of the same, with the
original thereof now on file, and declare It to be a correct transcript
Herefrom and of the whole thereof.
Oiven under my hand and the
great seal of the Territory of
at the City of Santa Fe, the
capital, on this 29th day of October,
I

HE

CTT17.K.N
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TONIGHT

So famous
has already become
"Little Johnny Jones," George M.
Cohan's music melodrama, that It
goes without saying that the interest o four local theatregolnit public
is at a high pitch of expectancy over
the approaching engagement of this
notable attraction at the Klks' opera
house tonight.
No production of a musicul kind
was made lat oeasin Ihat created
such a flood of favorable criticisms.
Everybody spoke of "Little Johnny
Jones" as the most original, the most
thoroughly American, and the most
clever entertainment of the kind
that has been witnessed for many
years, and it has stamped George M.
Cohan as one of the most gifted authors and composers who Is now
supplying ths ttag with entertainment.
The same beautiful
and
stupendous
production
that made
"Little Johnny Jones" one of the
notable attractions of last season
will be seen It this city. The scenery is spoken of aa realistic and
beautiful and Includes three full
stage sets of enormous size and
The wardrobe Is also promised as being very beautiful,
while
many consider It the most extravagantly gowned show in America. The
cast consists of many well known
names, while the ensemble Is considered the best In America. The
company numbers seventy-fiv- e
people and Is one of the largest and
most expensive on tour this season.
For this production Mr. Cohan has
composed over twenty musical numbers, and In the hand of one of the
strongest singing . organizations
in
America it Is said to be one of the
most dellghtfil features of "Little
Johnny Jones," called by many a
musical melodrama, Inasmuch as It
deglcts the advnturei cf an American jockey who goes tj England to
ride the races, and who falls the victim of a plot and meets with all
kinds of harrowing experiences. Mr.
mat-sivene-

ARIZONA"

BASED ON

ACTUAL

,

INCIDENTS

Augustus Thomas, In a recent Interview, is authority for the statement that hbj play "Arizona," Is In
reality based on actual Incidents. Mr.
Thomas, several years ago, being In
poor health, decided to visit on the
ranch of a friend located In Arizona, While there several stories
were afloat concerning the actions of
Jn
a certain captain
the United
Htatea cavalry, and the wife of his
colonel, w'ho were located at the
fort, about fifteen miles from the
ranch. On investigating these stories,
the fertile brain of Mr. Thomas con- me luea ui. writing: a, play,
......
. I ..
viiii;i
nuuiu, IIII lietune in
the principal features of the principal parties' actions. He Immediately devoted his time to looking up all
minor details of the wife at cavalry
forf, and also studied very carefully
the people connected with his friend's
ranch, not even excepting the ranchman hlrruielf, whom he has made the
central figure of his charming play.
That the Idea was well worth the
trouble to which Mr. Thomas was
put, is shown in the tremendous success which "Arisona" has achieved
ever since its initial production.
1

1

I--

A Hard Debt to Pay.
"I owe a debt of gratitude that
can never bo paid off." writes O. 8.

Clark, of Westfleld, Iowa, for my
rescue from death, by Dr. King's
Both lungs were so
seriously affected that death f.eemed
Imminent, when I commenced taking New Discovery.
The ominous
dry, hacking cough quit before the
first bottle used, and two more bottles made a complete cure." Nothing has ever equaled New Discovery
for coughs, colds and all throat and
lung complaints.
by
Guaranteed
all druggists, 60c and fl.00. Trial
bottes free.
New Discovery.

as

moxd.vv, xoviiMnnn
ration Is created. Provided, that all
such acts and things shall be consistent with the provisions of the said
act.

APPORTIONED

8 1 roup

Issues

Sliowtiijc Amount
AMdo for Kavlt ILstrtcl.

Or-liUca- lf

ApiMH-tiotimr-

St'Jiool I und.
For the County of Bernalillo, New
Mexico.
I, Andrew B. Stroup. superintendent of schools for said county, do
hereby certify that I have duly apportioned the school fund of said
county on this 9th day of November,

The amount of money subsuch apportionment in
The total number of persons
of school age Is 7. 066. The rate per
scholar is 70 cents, which is apportioned to the several school diulrict
as below:
No. of
Ilslrlct.
Scholars. Amount.

107.

ject

No.
No.
No.

No.

to

1

l'S6

1!

6

3
4

74
90
42 1
76

No.
No. 6
No. 7
No. 8
No. 9
No. 10
No. 11
Nos. 12-- 2
No. 13
No. 14
&

JSit.
.No.

22
23

7 3

87

19
5X

53.L'0
R1.10

60.90
132.3
4U.60

119

112.70
2.197.30
857.30
42.90
97.30

1BI

3.139
1,225

No. 24 '
No. 28
No. 31
No. 3.1
No. 36
No. 39
No. 41
No. 4 4
N.i. 4.1
No. 47
No. 48
No. G4
Thbt apportionment

I

200.20
48.30
61.80
63.00
294.70

67
7

6U.90

26
137

1K.2W
9.1. 90

4 2

29.40
40.60
"4.90

f.8

107
18
24
33
&2

105
156

10. DO

16.80
23.10
24.40
73.50
109.20
49. U0

70

should have
been niaiie In October, but have delayed liopin Kto receive amount from
territory.
ANDREW B. STROUP,
County Superintendent.

A

M'tliIiit Minister lleoom mentis
( liaiiilM'iialn a 4'oujcli Itt'iiicily.

We have
Chamberlain's
used
Cough Heinedy In our home for feven
yeirs, and it has always proved to
Ve
l.e a reliable
remedy.
have
found that It would do more than
the manufacturers claim for It. It
good for croup- and
Is especlaly
whooping cough.
Rev. James A.
M. C. Church,
Pastor Mllaca, Minn.,
chamberlain's Cough Remedy is
;, by all druggists.

I.ei,
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BANK OF COMMERCE cf ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.
EXTENDS TO DEPOSITORS EVERY PUOPEU ACCOSfMODATION
AND SOLICITS NEW ACCOUNTS.
CAPITAL

Dr. Liebig, the famous German Chemist, says that
beer is "liquid bread." By this he means that beer

health-sustainiis a food full of
qualities.
The value of beer as a food is becoming well
known, and it is now used by many who have
hitherto looked upon it as a beverage only.
life-givin-

g,

ng

Pafost
ueJb
The B eer

ual

o

is the most nourishing of all beers because it contains every
particle of the healthful, wholesome nutriment of the malt and
all the tonic properties of the hops from which it is made.
The Pabst Eight-Da- y
Malting Process follows nature by
slowly transforming the substance of the barley into pure,
nutritious food. The quality of the materials used and the Pabst
method of brewing make Pabst Blue Ribbon not only a pure
muscle-buildinbeer, but a healthful,
"liquid bread." Drink Pabst Blue Ribbon, and you put
health and strength into your system.
tissue-buildin-

g,

g,

life-givin-

g,

When ordering beer, ask for Pabst Blue Ribbon.

Made by Pabst at Milwaukee
And bottled only
I

at the Brewery.

Ernest Meyers & Co.,
W. Silver Ave., AlbuquerqtM.
Phone

125.

1150,000.00

Of fleers and Directors!
SOLOMOX

i
i

The said corporation
tinue for a period of

y ars.

thall
fifty

President.
W. 3. JOHNSON,

Vice PreAklent and Cnslik.
WIIJUAM MclNTOSH,

to-n-

VI.

LUNA,

W. 8. STRICKLEK,

Assistant Cashier.
3. C. B.YLD RIDGE,

A, M. BLACK WELL

O. E.

CttOrvVEliU

con-

(50)

VII.
The hoard of directors of the said
corporation shall consist of not less
than three nor more than
seven
members, the number to be fixed by
the
of the corporation, but
pending such action, V. H. Hahn,
U. A.
and H. O. Hullard
shall constitute the board of directors of the said corporation for the
Hr.-- t
three months after the filing of
this certificate.
IN TKSTIMONY
WHBHEOF. the
parties have hereunto set their hands
and seals at Albuquerque,
In
the
county of Ilernalillo and Territory
of New Mexico this 28th day of October A. D. 1907.

MONTEZUMA TRUST CO.

...

by-la-

ALHUQUERQUZ

n

NEW MEXICO

cspiisi snd surplus. $igo,go

SSIgned.

W. H. HAHN,
(Seal)
A. KASBMAX,
(Heal)
H. O. UVlAjAHD,
(Seal)
Territory of New Mexico,
11.

INTEREST

ALLOWED

ON

SAVINGS

DEPOSITS

County

of Bernalillo.
MK IT- KEMEMBBRED,
that on
this 28th day of October A. D. 1907,
personally before the undersigned, a
notary public within and for the
county and territory aforesaid, W.
H. Hahn, O. A. Kaseman and H.O.
Billiard, to me well and personally
known to be the persons named in,
and who hhve executed the same as
their free act and cited.
IN TESTIMONY
WHEREOF,
I
huve herfunti ret my hand and seal
h
day and veir last above written.
Signed.
J. LESSON NEWELL,
Notary Public,
County,
Bernalillo
Territory of New Mexico.
Sfal I.
No.
ENDORSED:
6205.
Oor.
Uec'd. Vol. o Page 606. Articles of
rp .ration W. H. liahn Company.
FI'C'I In ottx.; ot Secretary of New
Mexico October 2'.), 1907 9 a. m.
NATHAN JAFFA,
Secretary.
Compared (' t V. -Territory of Now Mtxlco,
County of Bernalillo ss.
This Instrument was filed for record on the 30th day of October,
1907, at 11:10 o'clock a. m.
Heo.rded in Vol. "B" Misc. of
Records of said County, folio 260.
A. E. WALKER. Recorder.
By
,
Deputy.
First publication Nov. 11, 1907.
-

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO
OMCKRB 4NO OUtMCTOH
JOSHUA I. RATNO&D8
U. W. FLOURNOY

u.

f

fKM.Mt.M
..I26MM--

ftallwajr Company

MONEY
CAREFULLY LOOKED AFTER
DEPOSIT YOUR FUNDS IN THE

STATE NATIONAL BANK
ALBUQUERQUE

NATHAN JAFFA,

Mexico.

of

the

ted ourselves together under the provisions of an act of the legislative
assembly of the Territory of New
Mexico, entitled:
"An Act to Regulate the Formation and Government
of Corporations for Mining, Manufacturing, Industrial and other Pursuits." Approved March 15th, 1805,
and who have executed a certificate
of incorporation under
the provision- of said act do hereby, in pursuances of the provisions of Sec. 23
of the same act, certify and declare
that there shall be no stockholders'
liability on account of any stock Issued by the said corporation, and
that the stockholders thereof shall
only be liable for the amount of capital certified to have been actually
paid in property or cash at the time
of commencement of business of the
alii corporation.
I.V TESTIMONY WHEREOF, the
parties have hereunto set their hands
and seals at Albuquerque,
In
the
county of Bernalillo and Territory
of New Mexico, this 2Sth day of October A. D., 1907.
Signed.
W. H. HAHV.
(Seal).
G. li. KASEMAN,
(Seal)
II.
i. HI 'ILA It D.
(Seal)
Territory of New Mexico,
County of Bernalillo.
BE IT UK.M EM BE RED, that on
this 2Sth day of October A. D., 1007,
personally before me the undersigned, u notary public within and
for the countv and territory atore-id- ,
W. H. Hahn. G. A. Kaseman
and H. G. Bullard. to me well Hiid
personally known to be the persons
named In. and who have executed
the foregoing certificate and severally acknowledged that they executed
the- - same as their free act and deed.
I
IN TESTIMONY
WHEREOF,
have hereunto set my hand and seal
the day and year last above written.
Signed.
J. BENSON NEWELL.
Notary Public,
County,
Territory of New Mexico.
(Seal).
Cor.
No.
ENDORSED:
5206.
Rec'd. Vol. 5 Page t.06.
Cert. of
W.
Stockholders
H.
Hahn Company.
Filed In office of Secretary
of
New Mexico, October 29, 1907, 9 a.
m.
NATHAN JAFFA.
Secretary.
Compared O to M.
Territory of New Mexico,
County of Bernalillo
s.
This instrument was tiled for record on the 30th day of October,
ty

11:10 o'clo- k a. m.

Prolta

WHEN YOU "WANT)

Xon-Lialilli- ty

197, at

oarromiTORV

Depository lor Atcklaoa, Topeka ft Saola F

Ter-itor-

New

DlraeUi

m.

Authorised Capital
Pal Up Capital, Bnrplua and

CEItTIFICATB
OF COMPARISON.
Territory of t.Vw Mexico
Office of the Secretary.
I. Nathan Jaffa, Secretary of the
y
of New Mexico, do hereby
certify that there was filed for record In this office at nine o'clock a.
m.. on the 2th day of October A.
D. 1907,
Ccrtillcate of
of Stock-holito- ri
of V. II. Halm
.(ViniMtny.
(No. 5206).)
and plso, that I have compared the
following copy of the same, with the
original thereof now on file, and declare It to be a correct transcript
therefrom and of the whole thereof.
Oiven under my hand
the
great seal of the Territory and
of New
Me? co, at the City of Santa Fe, the
capital, on this 29th day of October,

.Praalml

PrMla.' t;
CaftalM
Aailatant CaalUw
Vle

,

THANK UeKU
R. A. FRO IT
K. F. RAYNOLDfl

StiM'kluiluVrs of V. II. Halm
OomtMtny.
KNOW ALL
MEN
BY THESE
PRESENTS, that we, W. H. Hahn,
O. A. Kaseman and H. G. Bullard,
all of Albuquerque, in the County of
Bernalillo, and Territory of New
Mexico, who have this "day associa-

S't

The folllwng certificate has been
issued Iby County Superintendent A.
11. Stroup:
Vrtitlcnto
of
of

THE

New-Mexic-

ty

SuMrlnlenk,nt

MEANS

AM-PTJ-

IV.

Secretary of
(Vrlifiuite of

TO

iot

AND UN SUIl PASSED FACtLTriES

The total amount of the capital
stock of the said corporation shall
be Fifty Thousand (150,000.00) Hol
lar-- , diviuert
into Five hundred (600)
shares of the par value of One Hundred ($100.00) dollars
each, and
the amount of gapltal stock with
which It will commence business Is
the sum of Three Thousand ($3,000)
Dollars.
V.
The names and postofTlce addresses of the tncorporaters, and the number of shares of capital stock subscribed by each are as follows:
V. H. Hahn,
Albuquerque,
10 shares.
1. A. Kasemnn, Albuquerque,
New
Mexico. 10 shares.
H. U. Hull.ird. Albuoueroue. New
Mexico, 10 shares.
.And the total amount of the said
it
subscription,
Three thousand
($3,000)
Dollars, Is the amount
with which the said corporation will
commence business.

A. D. 1907.

$4,946.20

WITH

11,

-

'Recorded in Vol. "B" Misc. of
Record of
Countv, folio 262.
A. E. WALKER, Recorder.
By
Deputy Recorder.
.
First publication Nov. 11, 1907.

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

Wholesale Grocers
Wool, Hide and Pelt Dealers
ALBUQUERQUE AND LAS VEGAS

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.
cooy5ocoooooo
"OLD ttELIABLX."

ESTABLISHED

1ST

L. B. PUTNEY

l

THE WHOLESALE

GROCER

FLOUR, GRAIN AND PROVISIONS
Carrt.s th. larv.st and Most Exclusir. Stock of Stool. Oroc.itcs n
la tao Southwest.

FARM AND
0

R41LROAD

AV

FREIGHT WAGONS
ALBUQUERQUE. N. U

ENU

OsK5sK0DK0OCJj0K)000KO

Convenience - Comfort - Security
.

Tbe telephone makes the
.Aw tit lighter, the cares lest

presem
telephone
The
poor health, prolenga pear Ufe

and the worries fewer.

and protects punr borne.

TOO NEJLs

A

TKUEPtlONK tV TOUR HOMR

THE COLORADO TELEPHONE CO.

2

If,

MONDAY. NOVEMBER
THE

ALBUQUERQUE

100T.

KEW

CRYSTAL THEATRE
D. H. CCRDIER.

101,1 JOHNSON

Manager.

BOOM

ALBUQUERQUE'S
PERMANENT

HOME

OF

s'"

M

Ohio.

ChlUlflcn

Washington, Nov. 11. Mayor Tom
Johnson, of Cleveland, has pulled the rlpcord of the latest presidential gns bag before It had a chance
to leave the ground.
He ha send
word to friends of his here that he
Ha n.Ks n a
Change of Mil every Monday and is not a candidate.
special favor that they stop any furTliiimdny.
ther attempted flights of that sort
and without waiting for special instructions from him. Mayor Tom L.
Johnson says he still has a large
contract cut out for him In the municipal problems
confront
that
He Intends to stay on
Cleveland.
th Job there.
To make this emphatic
he announced his candidacy for a fifth
term as mayor-a- s
soon as enough
j
returns had been received to assure
him that he had beaten Congressman Burton.
All this is taken to
indicate even more than the devotion
to the needs of Cleveland It displays.
1EO. M. COHAN'S
Mayor Tom L. Johnson has won a
deserved reputation as a shrewd
politician.
He can usually forecast
reat Musical Play
his own pluralities with pretty close
accuracy, but he also has an eye
focused on the weather station of
national politics. For some months
Mr. W. J. Bryan has .been coyly
pusslng along every suggestion of
another presidential nomination for
himself to some other democrat.
His role has been that of a frivolous
comedian who made a hit a season
or two ago by pointing to some one
else and saying, "Hand It to him,"
very time a stage character approached him with
an effort to
shake" hands. Mr. Bryan has Indicated Senator Culberson
of Texas,
Senator Daniel of Virginia, and one
or two other distinguished gentlemen
as good democratic presidential timber.
Rather le Mayor?
When
the Cleveland mayoralty
' o Carloads of Scenery
campaign assumed something like a
national aspect Mr. Bryan suddenly
Most Fascinating Music became Interested therein. And at
the same time Mayor Johnson began to talk about promptly anEver Written
nouncing his candidacy for a fifth
term as mayor if he was elected a
fourth time.
Now Mr. Bryan has not
In so
Prices $2.00, $1.50, $1.00, 75 many words that he has said
no relish
for a try at the presidency next
year. Nor has Mayor Johnson stated that he considered democratic
success In 1908 problematical. Mayn
or 'Johnson simply nays that he will
Insist on sticking to his mayoralty
job for the present. When friends
suggest to him that Cleveland municipal problems may be In a condition to be safely left to some one
else about the year 1912 and that
the chances for electing a democratic president may have Improved by
that time, he simply smiles and says
he Is giving 6 much atention to local conditions that he has no time
to keep abreast of national politics.
But the first suggestion from New
York followed by a second from St.
Louis, that Mayor Johnson was now
presidentially
available
brought a
stern and self sacrificing denial from
the Cleveland champion
of
fares. Charles Murphy was one of
the first to rush a telegram of congratulations to Mayor Johnson after
his recent victory. Mr. Murphy followed his telegram with an interview booming Mr. Johnson for preswith the foot"
ident
and he followed his interview
'
with a trip to Mt. Clemens, Mich.,
The flexible sole Red Cross which
Is not far from Cleveland.
It
Shoe is
is understood that certain Johnson
from democrats
exwere
from
Cleveland
he start.
pected to come to Mt. Clemens, or
at least that Mr. Murphy expected
The burning and
them to come. But the chances now
that Mayor Johnson will find a
Cruised by stiff soles .nd the are
great deal of work for these Johnson
democrats at horn during the
pvils of thin soles aie prenext few day Hd weeks.
Every afternoon at 8. Every evennt 8 mill :l.V IjidieV Souvenir
Matinee Tuelay nl Friday
Children's Toy Matltieo
liiit

ELKS' OPERA HOUSE

MONDAY

11

Little
hnny Jones
PEOPLE

80

No Breaking-i-

?

needed

f

comfortable

aching

sented by the Red Cr ss. It
enables a woman to be on her
Feet for hours at a time with
;omfort.
A stylish
shoe

that's

absolutely
comfortable

Mr

ft. St, Rid Om

Pauml Cell Blutkwt

S4.00

Let us fit you.

WM. CHAPLlh
121

Railroad Artouo

THE CLEANERS

COMBINATION

The llroR-and Thorntons have
Joined hands the Browns do the
cleaning and pressing, and you know
what Thornton does. Just call Thornton and the Brown will do the rest.
121 North Third street. 'phone 460.
Best remedy for morher to use
Kennedy's Laxative Cough .Syrup. It
tastes nearly as good as maple sugar,
it contains no opiates. Sold by J. II.
!

O'L'lelly.

o

NOTICE The opening turkey dinner at the Home Kestaurant last
nleased so many people, that
i'mdav
' e management has der ided to re- t it next Sunday, 12 to z:ju
clock.
Are you looking for someming? Be.
lember the want columns of The
Ivei.lng Citizen are for your especial
eneflt. It talks to the people and
bey talk . to you.
a

;

Wll-bur-

Suvoy.
J. N. Haydon, El I'aso; Mrs. A He
ltoy.sUiu and sou, Williams. Ariz.; E.
I'. Kin. El Paso; J. H. Klmbrousrh,

$4.00

'

n,

Klmt-ndorf-

Iigh Shoes,
'

IIOTKL AHK1VAUS.
Alvarado.
S. Orr. San Marclal; Joe L. Swan-soK.
D.
Yoakum, St.
Baton:
Louis; A. T. Jacobs. New York; C.
G. McKenna, Denver; Henry W. Edwards. Denver; C. J. Crandall, Santa
Fe; Horton H. Miller, K earns Canon; B, Uoseniberg
and wife. New
York; T. Epstaln. Denver; A. Hile,
Kansas City; F. M. Blsbee, La Junta; J. E. Foley, Topeka; Mr. and
Mrs. W. P. Clarke, Syracuse, X. Y.;
W. It. Clarke,
W.
Syracuse;
N.
Thompson, F. Martin, Wlnslow.
St urges.
H. F. Armstrong, New York; Fred
S. MeyerhalT. Holbrook. Ariz.; J. D.
Carpenter. Kettner;
A.
E. Kohn.
Kansas City; C. U. Fletcher. North
Yakima. Wash.; J. W. Akers, F. iM.
Jones, .Selestino Baca, Santa Ft-- ; N.
A. Spencer. Chicago;
V. S. Fuller-toKatii. N. M.; H. L. Baca. Santa
g
Fe; c. VV. Barker,
E. Bobertson. c. A. Laev, New
York; Mrs. J. J. While, Los Lunas.
n,

)xfords,

FOR RENT

WANTED

OPPORTUNITIES

FOR RENT
house furnlsh-ed- .
Apply 70 Slate avenue.
FOB RENT A few nicely furnished rooms, by the week or month.
Steam .heat and all modern conNo
veniences.
Hotel
invalids.
Craige, Silver avenue. between
streetii.
Firstnd Second "room
FOR RENT Good
on car
line. 601 South Th'rd.
large front
FOR RENT
Three
rooms, modern, with breakfast
4 09 West Honing
avenue.
FOR RENT Furnished rooms with
or without board. 823 South Third

WANTED A competent dining room
girl at the Columbus hotel.
WANTE1-Sa"c"at Hann's coal
ks
yard.
607
boarders.
WANTED Table
South Second street.
good meals,
WANTED Boarders,
707 South Third street.
WANTED Boys 14 to 1 years o.d
at the American Lumber Co.
dressmaking
at
WANTED Fine
reasonable rates. 513 South Third

BUSINESS

PHYSICIANS

CARDS

Li.

after-niMMi-

ovember

PAGE SKV3L

THEY REACH MORE PEOPLE DAILY THAN YOU CAN SEE IN A MONTH

CONTINUOUS Not In the Presidential Race.
Says Mayor of Cleveland,
YAUDEYILLE

MODERN

I'or Jjulle, (ienth'meii niul

CIYIZEH.

classified ads

HIS

STOPS

W, Gold Avenue

112

EVENING

Logunsport. Jnd.;
Chas. nevingtun,
Helen; Philip Jagels, Los Lunas; F.
J. lloclu and wife, Seattle, Wash.;
H. C. .McNeil and wife. St. Louis;
Joj L. Swanson, Baton; J. c. Me Anthem and wife, Bisbee, Ariz.
Grand ('eiilml.
Alfred Montoya, Pena
Blama;
VU x.
M. Bheison, Cimarron;
L. L.
Loydd.
Neb.; J. A. Quiglcy,
I,.
Las Vegas;
peter, Guthrie,
J.
kla.: C. W. .Mdvvbr.iv, Dunkirk. N.
Fall-view- ,

Y.

street.

FOR BENT Three handsome room
good locality.
No invalids.
622
West Lead avenue.
FOR RENT Nice room and board
at 615 Kat Central avenue, best
In the city; prices reasonable.
FOR RENT Modern rooms and
board, $25 per month. Mrs. Eva
L. Craig, 602 South Second atreet.
upstairs.
FOR RENT Two modern sleeping
rooms, never been occupied by
sick people.
Good locality. 320
South Edith street.
FOR BENT Nicely furnished room,
electric light and bath for a well
man, at 410 East Central avenue.
zen.
Five-roomodern WANTED Books to audit or corFOR RENT
furnished; good location; no sick
rect, bookkeeping or office systems
people or children. $30 per month.
to open, books to keep evenings.
John M. Monre Realty Co.
Address, D. S.
Much experience.
cor-n6
rooms,
Housb,
RENT
hilt Central avenue and Hill street. B., careCitlxenoffice.
Ladles desiring new fall
per WANTED
To a permanent tenant $12
styles In millinery to call on Miss
Luthy.
F.
month. Apply to J.
Crane, 612 North Second street.
Fou RENT Furnished rooms for Millinery and dressmaking psrlors.
Also apprentices wanted.
rooms.
Phone
light housekeeping, also bed
944.
Cheapest rates In the city. Minneapolis, 624 South Second street. A. WANTED Able bodied, unmarried
T. Pevore.
men, between ages of 21 and 35;
ranch with
FOR RENT A
citizens of United States, of good
good house and water. Cash or
character and temperati habits,
Address "Ranch," care
shares.
who can speak, read and write
Citizen office.
English. For information apply to
FivB-rooRecruiting Officer, 208 E. Central
modern
FOR RENT
Ave., Albuquerque, New Mexico.
house, completely furnished, good
location; no sick people or chilM.
dren. $30 per month. John
Moore Realty Co.
SALESMEN
Ap-pl-

er

30-ac- re

FOR SALE

to
WANTED Capable
salesman
cover New Mexico
with staple
line.
High
$100
with
commissions
3
large
room frame,
FOR KALE
monthly advance. Permanent polot, city water, $950. J. E. Elder,
to right
II.
man. Je&
sition'
9 N. T. Armljo building.
iSmlth
Co.. Detroit, Mich.
FOR SALiE Corner lot, close In; a
bargain. Dale Realty Co., 100
LOST
FOUND
South Broadway
FOR SALE 2 blocks Terrace addition, a snap. Dale Realty Co., 100 LOST An Eastern Star pin. Leave
South Broadway
at Citlien office, and receive reFOR SALE A base burner stove In
ward.
first clas condition. J. E.
LOST Breastpin, set turquoise and
Phone 3X4.
pearls with diamond set in center.
FOR SALE A five room cottage
$10 reward this office.
with bath and wired for electric FOUND
handbag,
leather
Ladles
light.
Apply 423
Price $2600.
containing 2 handkerchiefs, 3 pin
South Walter.
eighty
photos,
cents, hair pins and
FOR SALE Standard
bred collie
letter addressed to Miss Ethel
pups. None finer in the territory.
Wlnslow,
Ariz. Owner
Rosecrans.
402 South Edith street.
Wm. Bel- can pay for ad and receive same.
den.
Pair of gold spectacles In
"FOR SALE Aermotor
Aindmllls, FOUND
the Elks 'opera house the Primtanks and substructures. Wolking
Ownrose
Minstrel performance.
& Son, 707 North Eighth
street.
er can have same by Identifying
Phone 1485.
and paying for this ad. At the
FOR RALE 6 room modern" brick,
Citizen office.
full size Jot, first class condition;
a bargain. J. E. Elder, 9 N. T.
Arniijo building.
FOR SALE The finest hot tamales
in the city, also chill con carne.
408 west Tljeras
FOR SALE Ten pounds extracted
honey for $1; 60 pound can for $fi.
Order by postal. W. P. Allen, P. O.
Box 202, Albuquerque, N. M
Henry
by Mrs.
Recommended
FOR SALE 3 room brick. cellar, Symes,
to develop the bust from 4
large
porches,
stable,
poultry to 6
Inches.
houses. $1,250. J. E. Elder, 9 N.
Guaranteed to be made from the
T. Armijo building.
Is perfectly
Galega
true
Extract.
Including
FOR SALE Furniture,
tables, center tables, beds, dress- haimless.
The Vaucalre Formula is a general
ers, kitchen cabinet, stoves, bookbut It has a specific effect upon
case, settee, refrigerators, rockers, tonic,
bust. Price 76 cents. For eale by
the
chairs, china closet, etc.
Also a
good horse and buggy; price $125.
Highland Pharmacy and AlApply 208 South Edith street.
FOR SALE .Magnificent assortment
varado Pharmacy
of fruit trees, grapevines, roses and
ornamental stock. Let us figure
on your requirements in walnuts,
LINGERING COI.P.
either in grafted of seedling trees.
Luther Burbank's latest creations. Withstood Other
Treatment
But
Largest nurseries
on the Pacific
(Jtik'kly "urel by ChuinlM-rlaln'Capital paid
coast: 1.200 acres.
Cough
Hciucdr.
New Illustrated
in $200,000.00.
catalogue and price list mailed
"Last winter I caught a very
free; contains valuable informacold which lingered for weeks,"
tion. Address Fancher Creek Nur- savs J. Urouhart. of Zerdivr. Onta
series. Box 59. Fresno. California. rio. "My cough was very dry- - and '
George C. Roedlng, president and haish. The local dealer recommendmanager.
Cough Remedy
ed Chamberlain's
gave it a
and guaranteed It, so
of
one
cured
trial.
bottle
small
Companion In 11IOK. me. I believe Chamberlain's it Cough
Tlx- - Youth'
THE YOUTHS COMPANION
I
Remedy to be the best
have ever
among Die attractions of its used."
This remedy Is for sale by
issues n 10S
till drugglsen.
2 GO
GOOD STORIES.
Serial Stories, stories ot Character
STAGE TO JEMEZ. LEAVES 211
Adventure and Heroism by writers
and WEST GOLD EVERY MORNING AT
whose fame is now growing,
won
now
their
who
famous
those
in THE COMPANION'S 5 O'CLOCK.
first
columns.
3T.0 ARTICLES
Contii-buLioReminiscence." , Sketches.
to Knowledge by nun and
women who have made their mark
as Statesmen. Musicians, Travelers.
PhysiciSoldiers, Philanthropists,
Lawyers, etc.
an
1. tu
NoTES
Events,
on Current
Discoveries
in
History,
Natural
Inventions
and
AMronomy, Phy.-icand Manufactures.
2,000
STORIES
Humorous and Character Sketches.
Relieves Colds by working them out
The Weekly Health Article, the
of the system through a copious and
Children's Page, Timely Editorials.
A full announittnent of the new healthy action of the bowels.
volume will lie sent with wimple
Relieves coughs by cleansing the
cpies of . the paper to any address
on le'iie-tTile new subscriber for mucous membranes of the throat, chest
1HUS who s n.ls $1.75
f'ir the new
volume at once will receive free all and bronchial tubes.
the remaining
f.r I'jOT,Num-In"A pleatant to the Usta
cluding the Double Holidav
at Maple Sugar
bers;
also THE COMPANION'S
Four-Lea- f
Hanging
for
Calendar
in
full colnr.
liiux
THE YOUTH'S COMPANION.
KIDNEYS Try
144 Berkeley Street,
Boston, Mass.
for BACKACHE-WE- AK

and

Mat-Kne-

Dr. Vaucaire's

Formula

Ell Bixer. Lizzie
Hixer,
Ohio; H. C. MoNell and wife,
Louis.

Si.

50c.

LVWitt's little Early Bisers are
the be.--t pills made. Soi l by J. H.
Pphsrribe f?r The Citizen and ge
O'Rleliy.
. . i me newt.
.

,ii

W. M. SHERIDAN, M. D.

Physician and Surgoon
Occidental life nnlldrng.
nAMBROOK BROS.
Telephone, 888.
Phon 596.
113 John Scree
On
Flanos, Organt
Furniture,
Saddle
horses a specialty. Bat
DR. F. J. PATC1UN.
Horses. Wagon and other Chattels
drlvere In the city. Proprietor! c
also on SALARIES ANC- WAR-HOU"Sadie,' the plcnlo wagon.
Physician and Surgeon.
RECEIPTS, aa low as $11
Office over Vnnn Drug- Store. Ofand as high as $200. Loane art
private fice hours 0 to 12 a. m., 2 to 5, and
quickly made and strictly
7 to 8 p. in.
Phones, ofiiee 411, resiSCHWARTZMAN
Time: One month to one year clrea
& WITH
possession dence t5.
Goods remain In your
Our rate are reasonable. Call anc
PR. R. L. HTJST
Meal, Poultry and Fish
see us before borrowing.
Physician and Surgeon
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN
ticket to and from at Rooms 6 & 7, N. T. Arm4Jo Building.
211 W. Central, Tel. S28
part of the world.
Room I and 4, Grant Bid
DK. SOLOMON L. BURTON.
$0$H West Railroad Ave.
PRIVATE OFFICII B.
Tliyslefnn and Surgeon.
Highland office, 610 South Walter
Open Fvenlnca.
Up-to-Dastreet. Phone 1030.
AT
DRS. BRONSOX & BRONSON
LADIES' TAILORING
Homeopatlilc Physicians
and SurREAL ESTATE BARGAINS
And DRESSMAKINC
geons. Over Vnnn's Prog Store.
MISSoon-CRANE
Phone, Office and Re., 628.
- 944
B 1 M.
-

MONEY to LOAN
-

SE!

MIL,L,INERY
te

Six room house. West New

York avenue
4 room abolx-- . Iron roof, lot
00x400,
Mountain road,
neur car line.
5 room cement house, 3rd
ward
4 room frame, corner lot,
3rd ward
8 room frame, 3 lots, close
in
5 room brir.k, modern, corner lot, 2nt ward
5 room frame, 4ili ward,

corner
Three room brick. Fourth
ward
One of the swcllest resi-

2,500

room

brick,

mod

cm
Randies from two to 200
acre.
Lots In nil part of town.
alfalfn rnncli within a few block of me
Htreet ear line
60 a ere alfalfa ranch Ave
ml lew north of town $65

LIVERT. 8 ALE, FEED AND
DR. J. E, KRAFT
TRANSFER STABLES.
Dental SnrR-r- y.
Horses
and Mules Bought and
Room 3 and S, Harnett Building,
Over O'RIelly's Drug store.
Appointments ninde by mall.
BEST TOTJRNOUTS IN
crrr
Phone 744.
Second Street, between Railroad aa
copper Avenue.
EDMUND J. ALGER, D. D. &
A
a. m. to 12:30 p. m.
Cilice bourn,
1:30 to ft p. m.
Appointments mode br mall.
SO0 Went Central Ave.
Phone 45. ALBUQUERQUE PLANING MILL
Bx-chan-

1,500
2,000
1,100
3,000
2,050
1,500

tub

Don't Forget The

LAWYERS

1,400

dences) In town
7,500
Six room
brick, modern,
3,250
close in

Seven

8,500

R. V. 1. BRIAN
Attorney at Law.
Office, F1rt National Bank Building,
Alubquerqne, N. M.
K. W. DOBSON
Attorney at Law.
Ofiiee Cromwell Block,
Alubquorque. X. M.
t

30-nc- ro

4,500

--

ler

Laxative
Cough Syrup

s

s

Children Like

Another crent turkey dinner at the
lay.

H me Restaurant,

DtVltt'i Kldntj and Bladder

and Salt

Pll!i-S- un

J. ii. o itii i.i.v k

It

t

o.

Styles
LOW PRICES

W. L. TRIMBLE & CO.

DENTISTS

FOR. SALE.

acre.

FOR RENT.
House from 2 to 8 rooms.
Money to loan In sums to suit.

TIIK OLDEST MILL IX THE CTTX.
When In need of sash, door, frames
etc Screen work a specialty. Ml
Sooth Fine street. Telephone 403.

Thos. F. Keleber
DEVOKS READY PAINT
One Gallon Covers 600 Square F
ROOF rADTT
Stops Leaks, Lasts Five Tears.
rA-JME-

TTO

JAP-A-LA-

C.

408 Won Railroad Awbbo

TOTI

Git API
IRA M. BOND
Dealers In Oreceiies, Provisions, Kofi,
Attorney at Law.
Grain and Fuel.
.
Tiand Patents, Copyrlghta, Fine Line of Imported Wines Llaisr
and Cigars. Place your orders (
Caveats, I otter Patents, Trade
Marks, Claims.
this line with us.
33 F. street, N. M. Washington. D. C.
NORTH TH J5 tT
Pen-don-

A. MONTOYA

111-m-I-

Real Estate and Loans. Notary
PubUc. 215 W. Gold Ave.

TTIOS. K. D.

THIRD STREET

LUDI90N

Meat Market

Attorney-at-La-

Office with W. B. Clilldera,
I IT West Gold Avenue.

CXDCXXDOCXXXXXXXXOX)CXXXXDOC)0

BARGAINS IN REAL ESTATE
4- - room
brick, modern. $ 2,150
11 room brick modern 10,000
5- - room
frame, modern 2,200
6- - room
brick, modern 3,200
frame, modern 3,500
brick storeroom
filzo 25x00
3,000
1 store building,
good
7,500
location
o
ranch, under
0,400
ditch
Best Paying hotel business In cily, cash.... 1.800

INSURANCE

--

16()-acr-

M. L. SCHUTT
219 South

2nd Slrool

OCXXXXXXXXXXICOOCX3CXXXXXXXXJ

Kinds ot reh and Halt Ma
Steam dosage Factory.
EMIL KLIENWORTT
Masonio Building, North Third traee
AU

B. A. SLEVSTER
Insurance, Real Estate, Notary
Publlo.
Boom I. and 14, Cromwell Block,
Albuquerque. N. M. Phone 130.
A. E. WALKER

Fire Insurance.
Secretarv Mutual Building AsftOdaUon
917 Went Central Avenue.

GOLffl

SAVE.

PHOTOGRAPHY
PISOTOORAPIIY Kodak films developed and printed on velox pa- HOUSE FURNISHERS.
NEW AND
per. Keasonable price. Send for SEOONDILVND.
WE BUY HOUSEprice list.
Homer Howry, 606 HOLD GOODS,
W. GOLD AVJB-G-.
Carondelet St., Los Angeles, Cal.
NIRISEN, MANAGER.

til

MISCELLANEOUS
BORDERS.

F. W. SPENCER
Architect.
12.1 South Waller,
Phone S55.

A.

.7.

MORTCLIjI

Merchant Tailor
Ladies' and Gentlemen's Suits

If You Want A

Plumber
Telephone No. 61
The Standard

CLEANED, PRESSED

lOS North

and

REPAIRED

rirst Straet

KODOI. It offered on a KU.minteed
plan for the relief of heart burn,
flatulence, , sour stomach, belching of
g.isi, naust-aand all stomach troubles. It digests what you eat. It will
make you healthy. Hold by J. H.
O'lUelly.

KILLthe COUCH
AND

CURE the LUNGS

as our name
Our work
implies, and our charges are

w

right.

Kssy Discovery

is

Standard PiizmbtnK & Hsatlna Co

I

I

wll

'.ND

-

WANTED

?

this column.

You can get it through

iv.
J

Br. King'
VjfOLU

T'U Bouidrrtf,

(
.THr.CATADlW.GT:iOUDlES.
,j ;
n ? ' O 8 X I P F ACX'OK 1 1

jt

XT.,.,.-.- -'.
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HOME

OUTFITTERS

UNDERTAKER.

1

Kennedy's

Highland Livery

Homeopathic

se-vt- re

ONE-MINUT- E

He I'ouulit at f icti yslinrj;.
David Barker, of Fayette. N. Y.,
lo.Nt
a foot at Gettysburg, writes:
who
"Electric Bitters have done m more
good than any medicine I ever took.
For several years I had stomach
trouble, ani pall one much money
for medicine to ttle purpose, until
I began taking
Electric Bitters.
I
would no: lake $a00 for what they
hive done for me" Grand tonic for
lht aged an. I for fet.jale weakne-s- .
Great .(iterative and body builder;
sure cure for lame bark and weak
kidneys.
Guaranteed by all drus-gist-

LOANS.

s

,

Cruise.

street.

WANTED Your old hats and suits
to make like new. Albuquerque
Hatters, In the car.
W A N TED Gents'
goods, second
hand clothing, shoes and hats at
615 South First street, south
of
viaduct. R. J. Sweeney.
Men
reasonable
WAKTED
with
capital to Incorporate with well
y
established grocery business.
to D ,S, B.. Citizen ofiiee.
meat
WANTED To buy a small
market outfit. Block, scales, saws,
cleavers, knives, etc., except Ice
box. Call or address. B. B., Citizen office.
WANTED At once,
unfurnished
house three or four rooms east of
railroad. Address T. E., care citi-

PERSONAL PROPERTY

Every Thing
Necessary for

Housekeeping

DAVIS & Z EARING
303 W. Gold Ave.
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX XX

HAIR DRESSER AND CHIROPODIST.
Mrs. Bam'nt. at her panom opposite the Alvarado and next door to
Sturges' cafe, is prepared to give
thorough scalp treatment, do hair
dressing, treat corns, bunions and ingrowing nails.
he gives manage
Mrs.
treatment and manicuring.
Bambini's own preparation of complexion cream builds up the skin and
Improves the complexion, and Is
guaranteed not to be injurious. She
also prepares a hair tonic that cures
and prevents dandruff and hair falling out; restores life to dead hair;
removes moles, warts and superfluous
hair. Massage treatment by vibrator
Kor any blemish of the
machine.
face, call anil consult Mrs. Bambini.
Card signs, "Ttooms
ir Went,"
"Board." etc., for sale at the office ot
Evening
The
Citizen.
o

AplR'inlicilis
Is due In a large measure to abuse
of tile bowel.', by employing uustie
purgatives. To avoid all danger, use
only Dr. King's New Life pills, the

afe, gentle cleanser and tnvlgora-tor- s.
Guaranteed to eui- - headache,
biliousness, malaria and Jaundice, at
2jc.
all drug ato.'es.

H
U

11

strTTX

PARAGRAPHS

TUfmS&isE

t If tfor
Y

REGAL SHOES

Y V

0 South Second St.

Lxeloslvo Opticians
::
Lnsa Grinding

Is

In

COE
JEWELER

-

ing

T.

a vlalt

Vega.

I ..an

LATEST
STYLES
208 South Steoad

ioooooooocoooooooooo

DENNETT'S CURIO STORE
109 North Flrat St.

All Kinds at Indian and Mexican Goods. Tba Chaapast

Plata ta bar KaraJo Blaakala and Moxlean Drawn Work

mini

v

THE

v

DIAMOND PALACE

Railroad Avenue

Diamonds, Watches, Jewelry, Cut GUim, Clocks, Silverware,
invite your trade and guarantee A Square Deal.

We

CXXXXXXDOCXXXJOCXXXXXXXXXXXXJ.

Dress Clothes
We carry the biggest and most elaborate assortment of Dress Clothes to be found in the
city. Our fabrics have been carefully tested and
we can vouch for their wearing qualities.
Your order if placed with us will be made up
with all due care and attention, and we guarantee satisfactory results.

C. C. PERRY
119 SOUTH SECOND ST.

Saul Peck's Fine Clothes

or Hoys.

We say
this to you
and we doubt if another dealer in this city
can say the same and prove it:

Dollar for dollar, the price you pay for our
Stein-Bloc- h
made Clothe is met on the levelj
by the quality of goods that is in them.
If you doubt, we want you. If you don't

doubt, you have known the clothes and
will come anyway.

Suits $15 to $30
Overcoats $15 to $25

....

L. MrSpadden la enjoyfrom Mrs. John Keck, of

V. A. Havens, the prewmnn. arIn the city this morning from
Tucson, Arts.
Herbert Reynold, the attorney,
returned home today from h business trip to Lus Vegas.
The Misses Kllen and Elizabeth
Rexer arrived In the city yesterday
from De OralT, Ohio.
Nathan Bart, the sheep raiser, returned to his ranch In western Socorro county last night.
Philip Jagles, of Los Lunas, Is in
the clly having some dentistry work
done and to visit friends.
United States Marshal C. M. For-akand Deputy Harry Cooper let'.
this morning for Lias Vegas.
Mr. and Mrs. W. S. Zeigler returned to the city this morn ting from
a pleasure trip to Juarea, Mexico.
wholesale
H. E. Putney, of the
grocery firm of L. H. Putney & Co.,
passenger
this
was a northbound
morning.
Mrs. J. W. Records left this morning for her home at Raton, after a
pleasant visit here to her ister, Mrs.
J. H. Fcnner.
H. L. Ortiz, Santa Fe attorney,
days here last
who spent reveral
week on business, returned to his
home Saturday evening.
'Mrs. George W. Stubbs and child
arrived this morning from Mogollon,
N. M
and expects to spend the
winter In Albuqu.ero.ue.
A. Ii. Uenehan, a well known attorney of Santa Fe, arrived In this
city today on legal matters and will
spend a couple of days here.
Kl'laudlo Archtbeque, shipping clerk
for Putney company, has resigned
his. position and expects to wpend a
few weeks In the mountains.
51.
M. Fulton, inspector
of refrigerator cars on the Banta Fe. with
headquarters in La Junta, Colo., is
In the city on official business.
Miss Amelia Jones left this morning for her home at lias Vegas, after a pleasant visit in the cUy to the
Misses Harris,
Second
of North

rived

THE

List of Odds and

m

U--

to Clean Up,

--

Twenty choice 50 foot lots In
Heights from $35 to $100 each.
Unl-ersi-

4
0

0
0
0

ty

Twelve choice B0 foot lots in
Addition Irpm. $150 to $200 each.

$3-5-

0
0

321-32-

W. Central

3

Avenus

GO,

General
Hardware

de-stre- d,

lots corner
Four
First street, and Roma avenue, $400

The Monarch
Phone

80.

Af

produc-

es heat when you want
it, where you want it,
and in quantity as
all at a mini
mum of attention. If
you have never used
you
the MAJESTIC,
have never used the best

"caches.

.

Three residence lots in Duran ft
Alexander Addition, Granite avenue,
between Third and Fourth streets,
$100 to $150 each.

fuel and

your time and

1

is the product or the world's achieve-

ments in stoves. All the best features of all other makes have
been incorporated in this one, and objectional features eliminated. As a result, the MAJESTIC probably stands nearer the
line of perfection than
any other range. It
saves your

Persimmons,
Pumpkins,
HqiiBHli,
c;recn Beans,
Flax Beans,
Cauliflower, .
1 Vesh Tomatoes.

Honeymoon
from $150 to

RANGE

MAJESTIC

SATURDAY SPECIALS.

.

Grocery Co..

807 W. Central.

bexxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx)

!

v

B,

seml-buslne- ss

RAABE & MAUGER

to $500 each.,

Seren business lots on Copper
including comer, $900 up.

One good brick residence and three
50 foot lots
In
Eastern Addition

only $1,250,

SO

NORTH FIRST, STREET

115-11- 7

One extra choice business lot
Central avenue, between Seventh I
Eighth streets, $1,000. ..

One small brick residence and two
foot bits in Eastern Addition,

Prepare For The Winter.

Buy Your Stoves Now.

Tr WOULD PAY YOW TO COME IX AND HAVE TS SUOW YOU SOME GOOD STOVES AXT
K TAKE PLEASURE IX SHOWING THEM TO YOV AVHETHER YOU VITSII TO
RANGES.
BUY NOW OR XOT. TITEY ARE THE KIND THAT GIVE SAlSFACTIOX.

only $750.

COOK STOVES FROM $7.50 to $18 RANGES FROM $20 to $50
WOOD AND COAL HEATING STOVES $1.25 to $18

One half ca.h, balance
witihln one year.
abstracts furTITIES Perfect,
nished.
TERMS

-

If you wish telephone your ad
dress to our office and we will call
with an automobile and show you
around. Telephone No. 899.
Surety Investment Co.
Albuquerque IaiuI Co.
Broadway Ind and Investment Co,
I'lilvernlty HclghU Improvement Co,
1. K. U. SEIiUKRS. Manager.
Office rooms 9 and" 11,
CromrJl
Building, over E. L. Wash&
Co.'s Store.
burn

We Also Have an Assortment of

Sheet Iron & Tent Stoves Which We Offer at Reasonable Prices

J

,Y,!lLJlil
ARE TRUMPS

ALL THE TIME
"iN VALTE STEAD-II.20 PER CENT.
WE
IICMHtED IKHXAK-SMAIilv STONES WE
AT lXWi:it 1'HTCKS

INCREASING
15 TO
HAVE FIVE
WORTH OF
WH.Ii SKI.Ii
THAN THKY C.X BE BOCGUT AI
WHOLES I.E.
VANN JEWELRY CO.
One Door South of Drus Stonp.
S

CHAMPION
Grocery Company
Wl now luive a full line of
MONARCH CANNED GOODS
AI.MI DESERT HRND
AND PAL-ACCAR

BRAND.
by buying of
THE CHAMPION GROCERY

Kae money

COMPANY

hyician and

Trmmod.
Curoblo
No CltsrgO tor Commltotlom.
9 4 M. T. Armljo Building.
Tolophoao aao mnd

The

Itauano,

0

0
o

Plumbers
Tinners

I

Apple,

close In" lots In Grant
Tract, city water,, etc., $150 to $200
each.
on

Ii..,

THE WAGNER HARDWARE
;

We

to $5.00

0

SIMON STERN

!

runaaoN

3a.

Are to well known to require any praise from us.
carry them in all stylea and shapes.

'ov. 11 to
lotli, to take an Inventory. I will ro- ov. l5Ui onerine my en- IM'ii on
Ire stm-of groceries to tlie public
at rout. C. N. llrlKluun.
SCRATCHES.
This Is crack arouml tliei liecls
by
cold mud, miiow, etc. It
caused
is a winter trouble. Wash t)ie parts
loan and wipe dry and then apply
Silver line Healuig OH." In cold
weather keep tlie feet clean, warm
and dry while In the barn. E. W.
South
IVc. 802-60- 1
First Mrcet.
Phone 16.

DR. C. H. CONNER

E. L. WASHBURN CO.

W. L. DOUGLAR SHOES

Watermelons.
1 "refill (VxwnnuU,
Cononrd GrupcM.
Imported Mbiicon,
Cnliroriila Grain-- ,

61x dandy

Peven flne,loU

&

Every Pair Guaranteed.

$5.50 to $6.50

Florida Oranges,

Six beautiful "close In' 'residence
lots In Perea nAddition, Including two
corners, $150.10 $275 each.

Row, Centrar-aven- ue
$350 each.

n "IJMI';:::'
wnoi
jMt
f I WH
'"'.5

k

len truck and orTen tracts of
chard lands of . .m. 6 to 20 acres
each under good ditches. Mile and
a half from city, only $50 to $60 per
acre. Similar land elsewhere in the
territory Is selling at from $125 to
$225 per acre.

ca-h-

0aasa

Are World Renowned.

.

O

THF

H ANAN & SON'S SHOES

My more Mill be closed

po.-it-

All

c

$100,000.00
To loan In sums to suit on first class
business property. John M. Moore
Realty :o.

Ends We Wish

.

Ml'

OU.

profit-m-

A SNAP
For i he right party, one of
ho- 4 the best
transient
Liliei-tlop- in the city.
0
the Santa Fe depot. A
money maker. Kent very reason- able, long lease.
Hoome taken
every night. All new furniture
mid carpels, newly papered and
p;itnt d Kverythlng first class,
,
or will sell for part
bal- mice to suit the buyer. Reason
for disposing of business, owner
bus other business out of the
t city.
lii'i'.iire at The Cltlssen
0 oflire.

V

I

'

EBEST$5-50SHOE,-N

MAZK.

Win. Klcko.
Inirietor.
-- or.ASV .MONEY OM'K MOKE.
Bid before Nov. 16 on the book
accounts and notes belonging to the
bankrupt estate of H. J. Haver-kamp- f.
Notes and accounts amounting to over $12,000.00 at a big
discount to wind up the
estate.
For schedulo and information see
or address, J. A. Miller, Trustee, Albuquerque, N. M.
o
We have just received a full line
of house slippers for men, women
Felt or soft kid upand children.
pers, felt or flexible leather soles,
black,, tan, red, green or brown. They
look neat, fit well and prove what
solid comfort Is. Prices range from
fi'.c to $2. C. May's Shoe Store, 314
West Central avenue.
by
The dancing class conducted
Mrs. Keith at the Woman's
club
building, will change the evening of
meeting from Friday to Monday at
class
hours. Children's
the
from T to 8:30 p. m.
Eat your Sunday dinner at the
Home Restaurant. Big turkey ar- fair.

SNAPS

5w
-

aking

Haton mountains.
H. H. Andrus, watch inspector for
the Santa Fe on the Rio Grande division of the Santa Fe and the leading Jeweler at San Marcial, was in
Albuquerque yesterday.
of' West
AIIss Stella Lewlnson,
Copper avenue, entertained a number of friends last evening in a very
clever manner. Each of the guests
were on the. program for a specialty.
Refreshments were served.
Mr. and Mrs. L. G. Rosenfleld. are
entertaining Mr. and Mrs. ii. Rosenberg, of Leaven worth, Kan., friends,
who arrived this morning
from a
trip to Mexico. Mr. Rosenberg represents the Kansas City taper company.
Mrs. J. IM. Holllster arrived this
morning from El Paso, where she
was a guest of her sister, Hiss Belle
Armijo, for a few days. After a
visit of two days here Mrs.. Holllster
will leave for her home in Denver.
by
She Is accompanied
her little
daughter.
Mrs. Minnie Shopper, of 713 South
First street, has returned to the city
from Los Angeles, where Bhe went
ten months ago for her health. She
is very much improved and will return to Los Angeles in a short time
with hopes of fully recovering from
the malady,
which
a year ago
inreaienea her lire.
Will C. Barnes,
supervisor
of
grazing on the forest reserves, and
D. 1). Brormon,
supervisor
district
for New Mexico and Arizona, are In
Phoenix attending the Arizona fair
and the annual meeting; of the Ari
zona Cattlemen s association.
Mr.
Barnes will speak at the meeting of
the cattlemen.
C. H. Sharp, of the Charp Concompany,
to
struction
successor
Lantry Bros., passed through the
city this morning en route east from
a visit to
Calfornla,
southern
where his company Is doing & large
amount of construction for the San
ta be. The Santa Fe Is one of the
few western roads to continue con
structlon work since the recent
money stringency began.
J. C. McArthur, a funeral director
of Bisbee, Ariz., is at the Alvarado
on his way to Pueblo to visit relatives, "owing to tho drop In copper
the big companies operuting in the
ltisbee district have cut down their
forces greatly," said Mr. McArthur,
"and the population
of Cananea.
Mexico, hus fallen off fifty per cent.
1
believe. Many or the men have
been given transportation out of the
district by the companies. Conditions
are much better in Blsbee than Cananea, however."

oarrofATMic

fB

GIVE YH- - It'TI, VALCE FOR
EERV CENT VS.
tV STEAD
WITH
-- ic
Square butler moulds
80C
Small sad Irons
......
Meat presses
.30c
Ail metal coffee nulls S5c and . .55c
, . , . .60c
Alcohol stoves
. . ... .65c
Umbrella music stands
Padded saddle blankets . . . . . .$1.00
.
. . .12.00
bags
tool
Masons'
VK

street
Patwngers on the limited said that
two inches
of snow covered
the
ground at Las Vegas and that considerable snow had fallen on the

Mali Ordora Cmrotullr and Promptly rillod.

Bacond

the city from

.

MISS LUTZ

We Claim to Have the Two Strongest'
Lines on Earth.

IIO
Mouth

FiNE WATCH RMRAIRINO

er

Nothing But

It. HH7.

wnen it u omes

Dene on Premises

EVERY THING
IN THE JEWELRY LINE

John Becker arrived In the rlty
this morning from Helen.
F. O. Becket, the civil engineer,
arrived from the south this morn-

ing.
Mrs.

NOVEMBER

To Men's Shoes

Los Luiinn.
K. O. B.irtlett. of Socorro, arrived
today on the llmltid.

$3.50 to $4 00
High Top Outing Shoes, black or tan - $5.00
-

Y

1

Hiiy

l'red Hunlng

No other shoes at anywhere near the Regal price are
so thoroughly well made, comfortable, perfect fitting,
stylish and generally satisfactory as Regals
In fact, few shoes at any price possess in an equal degree
all of the merits of "THE SHOE THAT PROVES."
That's why Regal wearers are satisfied wearers that's
why you'll never know what all around shoe satisfaction is
until you wear Regals.
See our line of fall and winter models and let us try on
your style and size.
-

)

MONDAY.

rpcolve

iiiiini(Utm

;For Men.

Shoe, Lace or Dulton

1

reason you should
fall to
The KvenlnR
.'lti3in, rail up the Pnvtal Tele- .graph Company, telephone No.
38, giving name
and add rem
ond your paper will be deliver- ed hy upei'lul mewenger, with- out t'hnrge.

RAILROADAYE

CITIZEN.

Whan you daalro Abaoluta
Comfort In Properly rittad
Olaaaaa Consult ua.
BEBBER OPTICAL CO.

PERSONAL

-

CS31

E1ENTNQ

'ALBUQUERQUE

PAGK EIGHT.

I srey jr v i
-

aaa-2- 4

w. rijormo

to

phoho

WE GUARANTEE
Full 2,000 Pounds

In every ton of coal leaving our .yard, and
have always made this guarantee. The following ad, or one similar to it, appeared for
years in both our daily papers.

2,000 Pounds

teed or a Present Via da
of the Goal.
individual, firm or corporation
We defy

any
to truthfully say that short weight was ever
given to any ot our customers.
We Handle thoDEST Gallup Coal, American Block, Crested Butte Hard Coal, Furnace, Stove and Nut. Also Mill Wood,
Mountain Wood, Kindling and Coke.

JOHN S.
at

Guaran-

BEAVEN

502 SouthtFint

